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PADUCAH
 DAILY REGISTER.
Standard, Est. April, 18114.
Register, Est. May, 1896.
FEVER SITUATION
'
PADUCAH, KY., SATURDAY f MORNING, AUGUST 26.
like the state board to take entire
charge and it may do so. The Pat-terson fever is so mild that with suf-
.
ficient physicians and nurses and a
strong executive head it in thought
..
-SEEMINGLY CRAZY WANT QUARANTINE led a modified quarantine to protect1 the business interests of the city andalleviate the pains from those abroad
1who have been misinformed about
1 Paducah, and t other- towns which--
•
"VOL 22, NO. 100
TALKSAt New Orleans Yesterday the danger of fatalities can be mini- 
The Public Meeting Last seem to thinic Paducah the dumping Declares Government Con-Was More Encouraging.
ONLY SMALL NUMBER
OF NEW CASES REPORTED
Comment of Surgeon Von Exdorf
After Visiting Originally In-
fected Quarter.
HOPE FOR COMPLETE
CESSATION BY OCTOBER
New °clasps, Aug. as.—the early
report of the fever situation today
was encouraging. There was a small
rep:NI of new cases and only one
death daring the night. That was
the case of an Italian woman, Mrs.
Russo, hying in Tchoupitolas street.
She had been ill for five days, but
called no doctor. Neighbors discov-
ered her in a moribund condition.
Surgeon Von Ezdorf visited the
original iy infected quarter today
and, after a thorough survey, ex-
preened the opinion that exception-
ally fine work had been done there.
Dr. Berry, who is slowly regaining
hie strength, has been pkaced in
charge of the office in this district.
Dr. Wbite Said today that he had
received advice, from the Italian in-
apectors below Canal street that ex-
citement aenong the members of the
race was subsiding, that in many
cases they were yiekling to appeals
not to scatter into other sections, and
that they were showing themselves
more anwnable to the regulations.
This is considered a most hopeful
sign. •
Senator McEnrey visited Dr. Whitt
today and discusaed the situation
with him, offering any services he
could render to aid the Federal au-
thorities.
BY OCTOBER i.
• ••• • -
d.m.1.111
Authorities Hope For Complete Ces-
sation of Yellow Fever.
New Orleans, La., Aug. 25.—If all
houses are properly disinfected and
screened there are reasonable hopes
of a complete cessation of yellow fe-
ver on or before October I was
the message of hope given by Sur-
geon White to the meeting that filled
S. Paul Episcopal church and over
which Bishop Sassums presided. If
the citizeres will hut do this, the doc-
tor said, they will deserve_the com-
mendation of the civilized world.
Dr. White said the federal medical
officers were now engaged in making
a complete sanitary survey of the
city. It was their purpose to acquire
statistics covering e•nry habitable
portion of the municipality. Dr.
White appsaled for cortesms treat-
ment of and co-operation with his
inspectors. He said the service was
trying to locate every locus. That
was necessary if the campaign was to
succeed correplotely.
Run Down.bnkriown Pod.
The urgency of co-operation was
evidenced by the fact that only today
a hitherto unknown focus in a gener-
ally infected section was discovered,
a focus that the service had been
'catching for for some time. At the
beginning rf the fight the doctor said
there were too of these urricnown foci,
five times the number that the Hav-
ana authorities admit won't, swamp
them and created an epidemic in that
city. The record shows, • he said,
what had been accomplished in run-
-fling them down.
It is anticipated that when the au-
thorities feel that their system is
perfect there will be an effort to
weed eut the cases of malarial and
dengue fever from actual yellow fe-
ver. and when that comes to pais the
evidence will be ckar of how suc-
cossful has been the work of con-
trolling the disease.
Gov. Blanchard continues his ef-
forts to keep the wheels of trains
moving in Louisiana. lie has pet
ltiniself into communication . with
railroad officials wherever there is an
interruption to service. and has as-
.certaintol. that the roads are anxious
to maintain service if permitted to
do so by the various communities.
The governor expects to get the
Memphis, Helena and Louisiana in
°petition again in a day or two. Un-
less 'he succeeds many people in
North Louisiana who depend on thisline will suffe, for the Lieceissaries ,nf
Presnfent Sontilinn, stare
hoard, will go to Patterson, Inas on
Saturday to investigate Conditions
there. The people of that town would
mized.
Italians Rebel Against Hospital.
Considerable trouble is had with
the-Italian community at Good Hope,ix—
 near the Mississippi Valley
road,' a short distance above New Or-
leans. An emergency hospital ha4
been erected but the Italians are in
rebellion againnt it, and there is not
safficient police force to compel them
to submit to the regulations. It is
not impossible if conditions fail to
innirove that the government
will be asked to send a force of
troops into the parish above New
Orleans to enforce obedience to offi-
cial authority.
Dr. Ehlert left here today and wasjoined by Health Officer Aucoin, of
Assumption, at Shriever. They will
go to Bayou Boeuf to investigate
conditions tlhere. D Chiussaignac
yesterday discovered a large number
ef cases at Bayou Boeuf. They had
not previously been reported because
there is no physician at the settle-
ment. The focus was established
through communication between
Bayou Boeiel and Patterson.
Prof. Robert Boyce, of Liverpool,
has had a conference with Dr. War-
ner, and has agreed to fill some lect-
ore engagements. He will speak at
Temple Sinai Mbnelay night.
Complaint has been made to At-
torney General Guoin of the treat-
ment of a party of civil engineers
engaged to assist in building the
Iron Mountain' road between Eudora,
Ark., and Gilbert, 1.1. It has taken
the party four weeks to get from Bay
City, Tex., to Eudora. At McGhee,
Ark., they were kept in their car ,for
thirty hours without water or food,
in the belief that they had come from
New Orleans. -
BRIGHTENS UP
PROJECTORS OF CAIRO ELEC-
TRIC LINE ARE STILL
HOPEFUL.
Thought Now the Enterprise Will
Centainly be Financed in New
York.
The project to build an electric
railway from Paducah to Cairo is a
much liver enterprise than the
pubiic may think because of the de-
lay in the begining of work there-
on. Though the projectors have met
with irony disappointments in the
futherance of the enterprise—these
disappointments handicapping and
delaying Chem in the matter—the pea-ject only sleeps with the fairest as-
surance of awakeoing soon in the
hastiest and 'healthiest of condition.
Mr. J. J. Frundlick, secretary of
the company has again gone east to
further the effort to finance the pro-ject. He left the city with brightest
prospects—in fact the fullest as-
surance—of succeeding of any of his
tripes. In fact a gentleman interest-
ed in the enterprise yesterday said
to The Register that Mr. Frundlicla
would surely succeed this time in
the wishee of himself and his as-
sociates or meet with the greatest of
all of these disappointments. kle
was free to say he but little feared
any disappointment.
The 'building of this eleceric line as
proposed would 'be a great thing in-
deed for Panircali and that section
of Ballard county through which it
is to pasts. There is no better sec-
tion of country in the state than Bal-
lard county and no richer field for
business. Not only would such a
road touch The most fertile of farm-
ing landls, but several live towns.. It
will be a day for much congratura-
tion when it is settled the road men-
tioned is to be built and one of re-
oicing when actual work is under
way.
WANTS FESSENDEN'S SCALP
Representative Gaines Blames Him
For Tobacco Errors.
'Washington, Aug. ass—Represen-
tative John Wesley Gaines is gunning
for Mn. Feasenden, the assistant
statistician of -the department of agri-
culture, under -whom, Secretary Wil-
son says, the errors in the June to-
bacco report were Made. 'there
may be good reason, why Mr. Wil-
son retains Mr. Fessenden in his
department, hut I know of none,"
said Mr. Gaines today. Mr. Gaines
says he dodo not lay much blame
Whatever to Secretary Willson. whom
he considers, "fair, honest and
courageous."
Luster, Guthrie's Wife:Mur-
derer, Jailed There.
HIS STRANGE CONDUCT
LED TO HIS ARREST.
Was Caught in Ogden Where He was
Making Love .to a
Woman
CAN GIVE NO
REASON FOR HIS CRIME
Elkton, Kys Aug. 25.—The examin-ing trial of Percy J. Luster, who
murdered ti, wife at Guthrie, has
been set for September 2.
Sheriff Gill, in an interview said:
"buster readied Ogden Tuesday ev-
ening, and 'he Was arrested Thursday
evening. .He confessed his crime to
a woman named Maxie Everette. He
confessed to her that be had killed his
wife at Guthrie. The v•-ornan than
said she talked to him and asked him
what he did it for, and 'he said lie
didn't' know. He decided then that
he was going to San Francisco. She
says that he was very restless and
did not sleep much; that she left the
room which he was occirpying at one
time and upon her return she found
him down on the floor playing with
'his revolver.
Caressed Revolver.
The cylinder and the cartridges
were lying on the floor. She said
that he was sitting on the floor play-
ng with the pistol, caressing it, and
she was afraid he would do her
some harm, and she told him that he
oasts to go to the hotel. She said
he left the house and went to the
hotel. The officers arrested him at
the lyitel at the desk while he was
writing to this woman. This woman
notified the police, called in a private
detective and told. him about his pe-
culiar actions, and that she couldn't
get rid of him. She said he seemed
to want a companion, wanted some-
body to tell his troubles to.
The detective then went to inves-
tigating. and telegraphed to Guthrie.
She said at first she thought he was
under the influence of whisky, but Os
ter he made this confession he acted
very queerly. She said that after he
had been there hvo days, and even
the first day he was there, lie in-
sisted on her going with him to San
Francisco. He had a ticket to San
Francisco. The officers at Ogden
have this ticket now in their poses-
sion. Luster tried to get the money
on this ticket, but did not succeed
in geting it. He bought this ticket
at Salt Like City. He begged this
woman to go with him, and she said,
"Why don't you stay here. This is
a good, live town." The woman said
he finally admitted to her that he was
a defaulter, and that he was wanted
in Tennessee. He told her that he
was a defaulter in an amount over
Vim. He didn't specify any com-
pany. He didn't say whom he had
been working for. He then told her
that he wanted to avoid arrest. TItat
was his one object.
The matter of quaranting Paducah,
issuing of health certificates, etc., is
creating much talk in the city just at
present. It is all "much ado about
nothing."
Yesterday forenoon the board of
health, per call of Mayor Yeiser; held
a meeting to hear the -eport of him-
self and Dr. Sights relative to their
visit to Cairo. Their report was in ac-
cordance with the statements in yes-
terday's Register concerning the visit
in question.
There was a discussion of the re-
port, in which the board of health
members and others took part with
the result that after the proposition
of Cairo as to naming new parties to
issue health certificates was received
and filed, the request was refused and
no change made in this regard.
The board also again refused to
order a quarantine, the general view
being that such an order would not
only be injurious but costly to the
City.
A Public Meeting.
After the adjournment of the board
there was a move put on foot
by the advocates of a quarantine for
a public meeting at the council cham-
ber last night to take action relative
to asking the council to order a
qttarantine and to proceed to enforce
the same.
The call kir this meeting drew to
the city ball last evening a hundred
or more business and professional
men and the mooted question was
agaissalieggeneid,pro and con.. There
were several talks made relative to
the city failing to quarantine being
,injurious to the business of the city,
lother places having placed an embar-go on the city's traveling men, etc.,
'end there were some strong talks
. against the city taking any such ac-
tion as being one which would do no
good and be a heavy expense besides.
The result oil the meeting was the
naming of a committee to visit the
council and ask that body to pass an
order for a quarantine. The gentle-
men named on this committee were
Messr-. H. C. Rhodes, D. W. Coons
and Chas Rieke.
In accordance with ethe action of
this meeting it is likely that an early
call 'for a joint meeting of the coun-
cil boards will be issued by Maroc
yeiser. -It was said last night that
this call would be made for tonight,
but as Mayor Yniser is in Memphis
and can hardly get home before to-
night the call will more than likely
be made later.
Wanted to Get Away.
He told her that he was afraid to
stop and that he wanted to get far-
ther away. She said that be finally
decided he would stay there, and she
went with him to a ticket broker to
see if 'he couldn't dispose of his ticket,
but that they would not give him any-
thing for it. He then came back to
the house with her and then she
asked him about bow much money
he had He had a little over jao.
She said s-he told him he couldn't live
there without employment, and that
he then decided to no out to try to
get employment. He came back and
told 'her be had got employment witin
a telephone company. She said that
night he was very restless, and at one
time she woke up and he was% stand-
ing at the bedside looking down lip-
on her. She stated that this frighten..
es? her. She didn't like his looks. He
looked wild, and she asked him what
ne was doing, and he then commenc-
ed to talk about wanting to go on to
San Francisco. Next 'he admitted to
her that he killed his wife in Guthrie.
She stated that he did not give any
reason for killing her .
"1 have the note and some poetry
now in nay possession that he was
writing to this woman at the time
he was arrested." said Sheriff Gill."
Stamp collectors will profit by the
separation of Norway from Sweden.
AN t stamen; that bear the portrait
of King Oscar ceased to be vaned on
-o
Committee% Instruction.
In naming the committee selected
to visit the council it was instructed
to notify the mayor and general coun
cil that the people of the city insist
Oil them passing an ordinance giving
Paducah a modified quarantine
asainst infected yellow fever districts
and to arrange matters so that health
certificates issued. here will be ac-
cepted in Illinois and Tennessee.
The meeting was called to order by
Mr. Ben Weilk, who was elected per
manent chairman, lie announced the
reason for calling the meeting.
'Talks pertinent to the object of
the riveting were made by Chairman
Weille, M. Sanchez, Messrs. Louis
and Charles Rieke and Ernest Lackey
and others. All spoke in behalf oficom
mercial interests of the city, saying
the trade the wholesale merchant had
labored so zealously to obtain from
Illinois and Tennessee was, because
of the position of the city, being
wasted on the four winds. It took
years and years to gst the trade and
it is drifting away fast and could not
be easily regained.
Nr. Sanchez, who is president of
the Traveling Men's club, named the
different towns that Paducah travel-
ing men were unable to reach in Ten
ness and Illinois on account of the
relationship these towns had towards
Paducah on account of being an
"open town." Ite said that evident-
ly the physicians and lawyers did not
understand the quarantine situation
or they would do something to re-
lieve the conditions.
W. P. Hummel stated that he want
Yesterday the Board of Health 'Once
More Refused to Order Such
Restriction.
LOSS OF BUSINESS THE
I ground for all corners. He surprisedNight So Decided. I the audience when he said that there sented to Compromise.
COMMITTEE Ta AGE
t,were only two members of the pres-
! set bard of health legally elected, as
i non of the members who were elect-
ed by acclamation which was not, in THOUGHT WOULD STICKCOUNCIL FOR annol'inin7.:710N accordance with the s:atue regarding TO ORIGINAL PROPOSALsecond class cities, and trusted that
the mayor would call the board to-
gether to elect new ones properly.
Dr. Murrell spoke against a quaran
tine and safr;re should look to and
have faith in the state board of health
for protection as they understood
the business and situation. He said
even a poor quarantine would costONLY MOTIVE APPARENT the city heavily.
Dr. Horace Rivers read the law in
which the state board could raise any
quarantine a city might establish.
Charles K. Wheeler was asked for
his opinion on the quarantine ques-
tion and he said- that second class
cities had a right to establish a quar-
antine by ordinance.
Mr. Egan, superintendent of the Il-
linois Central railroad, was very em-
phatically against Paducah establish-
ing a quarantine and related instances
where yellow fever broke out in the
most rigidly quarantined districts,
which was caused by the hobo or
tramp which there is no way of guar
antining against as long as trains are
allowed to operate. He further said
that the railroad employes on trains
would assist in the.inspection of the
passengers and would notify the Pa-
ducah 'officials in time to meet the
train when there was any person des
nned to get off at Paducah from the
infected districts.
On motion of Mr. Chas. Rieke the
committee was named to request the
council to guar.-amine the city. Its
(Continued on Page Four.)
TOO MUCH DOPE
DROVE JAMES HOW; COLOR-
ED, INSANE YESTERDAY
AFTERNOON.
And by His Antics pit CreV/4 UMW
Alarm on the South Side Before
Arrested.
The west end of Broad street yes-
terday afternoon was a scene of
much activity and excitement. By
the actions olf James Hope a tall yel-
low negro, about soo people were
brought to the scene. He was full of
coke and was doing some curious
stunts in that neighborhood. He was
apparently as crazy as a bed bug.
When first seen he was wandering
about in an unconscious condition.
He was running and jumping like a
goat: He was Taking a tour of all
yard premises, going into residences,
jumping fences and doing other crazy
antics. Women and children were so
badly frightened that they fled from
their houses seeking safety among
the neighbors. The news of the ne-
gro's strange maneuvers spread rap-
idly on the South Side causing 'num-
bers of people to quit their work and
go to the rescue of their families and
neighbors.
The telephone was put in action
.nil Captain NVoon says that he re-
cennd about six messages inside of
tiro minutes. Officers Hessian and
Churchill of that beat were s000 ap-
rrised of the existing circumstances
snci gave chase to the negro. They
risotto] him to Island creek, where
he had jumped iifto the water. Hope
was rescued soaking wet and coin-
plooly adorned with mud. The pa-
to lmen held him until the arrival of
the patrol wagon, when he was es-
corted to the police station. When
the negro's 'pockets were searehed a
Lox partially filled with cocaine was
found on him. lie was locked up and
his conduct and sanity will be looked
into this morning.
Tfit number oil people who had
congregated on Broad street yester-
day afternoon was the largest ever
seen there at one time. Several la-
dies were ( n the verge of nervous
prostration on account of the ;excite-
ment.
Janitor for the Carnegie Library.
The office of janitor for the Carne-
gie library will soon be declared va-
cant on account Of the resignation of
the present janitor, W. T. Gleason.
whose declining health causes him to
be unable to serve longer. His suc-
cessor will he selected at the Sep-
tember meeting of the library board
and already many applicants for the
position have been received. All
must furnish references and give ex-
perience, age, etc.
Says Also That in End Witte Will
Gladly Accept Japan's Modi-
fied Terms.
BARON KANEKO TO
AGAIN VISIT ROOSEVEL'"
Portsmouth, N. H., Aug. 25.—M.Fukutorni, the correspondent of theOsaki Ashishirnbun, talked today re-
garding the 
-unexpected development,
of the present week. He said:
"The real reason for the adjourn-
ment until Saturday no one save the
commissioners can know," he said,
"but it is a safe assumption that
President Roosevelt was the mostimportant factor. His interviews
with Baron Korniura and Baron Rosen
and the visit of his special messen-
ger tp Pkertamouth undauntedly
greatly influenced the action of the
envoys. Mr. Roosevek is certainly
doing everything that lies in` his
power to bring about a happy ter-
mination of the conference, which
has apparently been in danger of\
cgring to an adrupt close.
Ldoks Strange.
"It is strange that Japan should.
have consented to any cornpronsise
which does not give her veitriburse-
ment and the Island of Sakhalin. We
have always believed that they would
stick to their original proposals. M.
Roosevelt very politely suggested
the latest Japanese proposition hut,
much as they wish to please the
president of the United States, I do
not expect that the Japanese envoys
will . alter their proposition in the
slightest degree.
"It is my opinidn that Witte will
in the end gladly accept the modified
terms of Japan. He may insist for
the time that Russia will not pay in-
*muffs,
 in any form, but he wiH
eventually agree to a money pay-
ment of some sort.
National Pride.
"Ae I understand it, Japan does
not wish to keep the Island of Sak-
halin because of its value, but simply
as a nutter of national pride. This
pride has in the past suffered be-
cause of Russian aggression and my
people desire as much as anything an
acknowledgement on the part of Rus-
sia of Japan's position among the
powers Of the Ipirmd(k
The Japanese, thetefore, 'feel .that..%
no matter how many billions of dot- \
tars Russia may consent to pay. \
Sakhalin should not be given up. Mr.
Fukutotni seems to voice the opinion
of educated Japanese in the city.
Go To Manchester.
Portsmouth, N. H., Aug. 25.—Bar-
on Komura and four members of the
Japanese peace commission left
Portsmouth for Manchester, N. H.,
today to visit the extensive cotton
mills in that city. Mr. Takahira, who
was to have made the trip, did not
go. The party will return from
ntanche-ter tonight.
To See Family.
Magnolia, Aug. 25.—Baron Rosen.
who came down from Portsmouth
yesterday afternoon to spend a few
hottrs with hi, family, left this nrirn-
ing on the train at 8:45 o'clock.
Kept On Run.
Oyster Bay, August 25.—Baron
Kaneko, who has been acting as in-
termediary between the Japanese
government and President Roosevelt
in conveying to the president mes-
sages and information relating to the
peace negotiation, will 'be here again
today. The precise nature of his mis-
sion is not disclosed.
A FISTICUFF.
Indulged in Yesterday By an Archi-
tect and Contractor.
Yesterday morning in the office of
Architect 0. D. Schmidt in the Fra-
ternity building Captain B. B. Davis,
the architect of Louisville, and Mr.
George W. Katterjohn, the cotrirac-
tor of this city engaged in a personal
encounter but 'were soon separated.
The police department issued war-
rants; for a breach of the peace.
Recent pictures of the czar and the
czarina indicate that both have aged
within the last year. This, however.
is more true of the czarina than of thet
awn 
.
•
•
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A NEW WAR CLOUD
Franco - German Imbroglio
Menaces Universal Peace
PARIS GOVERNMENT
THREATENS MOROCCO
sultan Stubborn Through Hope That
The Kaiser Will Assist Him
Against France.
ACT MAY EFFECT
THE RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
Paris, Aug. 25.—The action of. the
French government in deciding to
=lake a mi?itarY demonstration
against the sultan of Morocco unless
Le releases a Franco-Algerian citi-
zen whom he holds in prison may
have a momentous effect on European
politics. It is possible that it may
bring forward again the dispute be-
tween France and Germany which
for a time threatened to be the cause
of war.
It is known here that the obstinacy
of the sultan is caused by his hope
that Germany will give him aid. Out-
wardly the German government is
giving sanction to the measures
'which are being taken by France, but
the probability that confidences are
being exchanged between Berlin and
the Moroccan capital has caused
grave fears to he felt in France.
May Cause Czar to Yield.
The turn that affairs' have taken
may also have its effect on the Rus-
so-Japanese peace negotiations. It is
'hinted here that the proposal for a
peace conference was consented to
by the Russian government in the
first place only because of the seem-
ing imminence of a conflict between
France and Germany, a 'struggle in
which Russia, because of her rela-
tions as an ally of France, might have
been called upon to join.
When the Franco-German was
cloud passed over, it is -aid the
kaiser arranged a meeting with the
czar for the purpose of reassuring
him on the European situation. As a
result of this interview, it is de-
clared, the czar sjeccled that he would
not pay an indemnity to Japan, a
step which he was thought willing to
take when the peace conference was
first arranged.
It is argued that. now that the
'Moroccan affair is again to the front,
Russia may reconsidef her decision
not to pay an indemnity rather than
have the war go on.
lirin course. The proposed comae
can not be pat into execution be-
fore another week, owing to the time
necessary to communicate the final
demands of the sultan. •
An official communication says
that unanimous approval was giveet
to the instructions to be sent to the
French ntinister at Fez, St. Rene
Taillandier, and to the subsequent ac-
tion to be taken to compel the sultan
to give complete satisfaction.
The nature of this \action is not
disclosed, but it is known that it con-
templates the military occupation of
a Moroccan town near the Algerian
frontier. The latest officivl advices
front Fez show that the sultan con-
tinues to hold the Algerian a mi.-
soner.
OUT IN GRAVES COUNTY
Scarlet Fever in Mayfield—Negro
Arrested on an Ugly Charge.
(Mlayfield Mirror, 24th.)
M. B. S. Hunt went to Cerulean
Springs today to assist Mrs. A. A.
Streit in bringing Mr.---Strelt home.
Itor. So-et is helpless wth rheuma-
tism. •
• . That dread dsease of children, scar-
let fever, is again in our midst and
the parents of our city want to be
careful where their children go. Dr.
Hunt, the health officer of the city,
reports the child of Mrs. Staten, near
the woolen mill, and the child of Mr.
B. H. Cobb, near .the college, have
it.
(Mayfield Nressenger, 24th.)
Jake Courtney, of the Dublin sec-
tion, submitted his cases oefone Judge
Webb Tuesday and was fined $so
each in two cases for selling whiskey
without anthority.
Chas. Wilson, colored, was arrest-
ed here a day or so ago, on a war-
rant from Calloway county charging
him with seducing a girl under 12
years old. He was taken back' to the
scene of the crime.
NVill Whtson, known as Grant-
sec ‘Vatson, aged about eighty-four
years, died at his home near Backus-
burg Tuesday, of the infirmities of
old age. He was well known in his
community and leaves a family. His
burial took place Thursday at the
Watson grave yard.
JILTED LOVER SUES GIRL.
Objected to Pastor's Attentions and
She Broke Engagement.
St. Louis, Mo., Aug. 25.—Miss
Mary J. Wilson, a prominent society
girl of Jennings, a fashionable suburb
of St. Louis, is made defendant in a
breach of promise suit for $25,000.
The suit was filed by Adolph Krels,
one of the founders of the Presbyter-
ian church at Jenningto in which both
are prominent workers.
Kreis alleges that they were en-
gaged to be married months ago, but
she has constantly refused to carry
out her part of the agreement. though
he was alvqys, and is now, ready to
marrir heisf
A f runner of the suit of today
a sensation in the church last
when the pastor, Rev. Mr. Top
, had Kra. arrested. Mr. Top-
ping complained to the county au-
thorities that Kreis had threatened
to take his life because of his atten-
tions to Miss Wilson. The case was
dismissed, as the pastor was prevail-
ed upon not to precute.
Kreis' petition is extremely short.
alleging simply that Miss Wilson has
failed to live up to her contract.
cause
WEDDED HIS HALF-SISTER.
Couple Live Four Years in Ignorance
of Relationship.
Wabash, Ind., Aug. 25.—.Josiah
Hoag today informed the county
clerk that the marriage license issued
to Charles Hoag and Bertha McVea
was fraudulent becatve the two are
his children, being half brother and
sister. They were married four years
ago, having come from Ohio.
The courtship was made before the
two learned of their relationship. Af-
ter four years of married life the
young man fled, abandoning his wife
and sister because OA rumors. lie
sought to have his father make affi-
davit denying the relationship of the
two, but he refused.
A divorce will be secured. The
father is a respectable farmer and
until today the secret was kept, with
but few rumors gathering strength
This is the first case of the kind in
this state. The unusually married
couple \had no children.
WALKED OFF THE BOAT
Audrey Stalls Drowned From Cum-
berland River Steamer.
Clarksville, Tenn., Aug. 25.—Au-
bry Stalk, a white passenger on the
steamer Dunbar, was drowned near
Dover, in the .Cumberland river.
Stalls Wa on his way to Dover from
Center Furnace, Ky., and was said to
be under the influenc'e of whisky. He
was last seen alive Tuesday night,
a-sleep on the coal pit of the boat,
and it is thought that he walked off
the boat into the river while trying
to retain to the cabin. His disap-
pearance was not noticed until the
following day. The body was recov-
ered at Canton, Ky.
Another attempt is to be made to
bore the Rocky Mountain range west
of Denver, in Summit county, for athe French government to adopt a mining and railway tunnel
French Issue Ultimatum. ,
As the result of a special meet-
ing of the council of ministers today
it was announced that a military
dernonstraton will be made against
Morocco unless the sultan promptly
yields to the French demands for the
releaoe of the French-Algerian citi-
zen, a merchant named Rouzian, who
was unjustifiably arrested at Gharb
a Moroccan town on the Algeri
frontier.
Instructions were sent to the
French minister at Fez. St ene
Taillandier, to make a final d im-
perative demand on,031,41illtan. The
ninisikero, ma& friieiffned that if this
demand should be refused the entire
personnel of the legation was to de-
part from Morocco and a military
movement would simultaneously be-
gin along the Algerian frontier.
It is the intention of the military
authorities to occupy a Moroccan
border town, probably Oujda owing
to its strategic command of the route
to the Moroccan capital. However,
the officials are confident that the
sultan yietd before the threat of
using military force.
Army at Morocco's Door.
The demonstration as planned is
somewhat similar to that which an
American squadron made at Tangier
to compel the release of Ion Perch-
earls, who was captured by the ban-
dit Raisuli.
The French authorities deemed a
naval demonstration inexpedient ow-
ing to possible international com-
plications resulting from other coun-
ties sending warships to observe the
demonstration, hilc a military move-
fnent against Morocco would be
largely a police measure, not involv-
ing the general political question of
French authority in Morocco.
The presistent refusal of the sultan
to yield, 'however, might compel the
French to advance further than a
border town.
France is tohe only power capable
of executing a military derrainstration
'without transporting troops, as there
is a large force of French and native
Algerian troops now stationed in Al-
gcaia close to the Moroccan bor-
der. The French headquarters' is nt
LaNa Marnia, sixteen miles from the
Alloro'ccan town ioof Oujda, the occupa-
tion of which would place the French
within 200 miles of the Moroccan
capital of Fez.
Sultan Looks to Kaiser.
Germany has tiros far approved the
French demands for iredvese, but
fears are expressed in some quarters
that the sultan will refuse to yield
in the hope of securing the aid of
Gesmany.
Practicality all the leading powers
have approved the determination of
TRANSMISSION
THE THEORY TAKEN IN CON-
NECTION WITH YELLOW
FEVER.
Facts Known to- Science Makes the
Mosquito Idea as Reasonable
As Fertilization.
If one would realize the difference
between a yellow fever epidemic now
and of the days before anything was
known about the mosquito transmis-
sion of the disease, says the Louis-
ville Post, one has only to compare
the daily progress-of the epidemic in
New Orleans this year with the ter-
ror that existed in 1878, not only in
New Orleans, but throughout the
South and through a large portion of
the North. •
In 187a the 
_pr.oplr—acese-oaatending
with an unknown enemy. Little
progress had been made at the treat-
ment of the disease for a hundred
years, though it is true that early in
tire nineteenth century there were
epidemics in Philadelphia and New
York, and nothing approaching an
epidemic in that latitude, or any lati-
tude near- it, for seventy-five years.
Nevertheless, in 1878, both in the
treatment of the disease, and in the
attempts to prevent an epidemic, the
medical world was merely experi-
menting, and the yellow fever seem-
ed to evade all efforts, succumbing to
nothing at all but frost. There was
no time from the outbreak of the
fever until the coming of frost when
any progress was made in reducing
its virulence or restricting its area.
The situation today is altogether
different. There are men today who
sneer at the mosquito theory, as there
are men who sorer at vaccination
for the eradication of smallpox. To
many persons it seems preposterous
that the mosquito should be the chief,
if not the sole, means of tnanomitting
poison from a poisoned body to a
healthy body, there to have it gen-
erate and repeat its evil 'history, and
yet .here is nothing surprising in it
to those who know anything about
the fertilization of plants, Rowers and
fruit. They know that the pollen is
carried from one plant to another by
the bees, and carried a great distance.
It is one of the most interesting, one
of the strangest, and one of the
most poetical stories M all nature,
the fertiliaztion of plants. It seems
incredible, as one reads it, but it is
dememstrated. It is in harmony with
&II the known laws of life. It ex-
phains a thousand facts which are in-
explicable standing alone.
The transmission of poison by
Means of the mosquito has in it noth-
ing 50 extraordinary as the fertiliza-
tion of fruits and flowers. We know
that the houseflies carry disease from
one place to another, from one room
to another. We know that even the
ordinary mosquitoes do poison the
blood minute)), and 'harmlessly. in
most cases, but in some cases serious-
ly, and in the case of the yellow-fev-
er mosquito, it doer only what by
nature it bar ahvays been doing
This theory throws a flood of light
upon past epidemics. especially upon
the epidemics of 1878. We are to re-
call the fact that there have been
many revolutions during the past
twenty-seven years, not in medicine
alone, but in mechanics and domestic
life. 'We modern telephone dates
from 1870, but in 1878 we were just
beginning to introduce the telephone
in Louisville. In 1878 there were no
electric street cars anrwhere. There
were no electric lights, except in the
workshops of the inventors. In
1878 there was not a trust company
in Louisville, and our manufacturing
business was in its infancy.
These references are made merely
10 show that we are living in a 
ferent world in 1905 from that of
1878. There were no agencies that
could grapple with yellow fever. The
raitroads were left with the newspa-
pers to fight it out atone,* except
where the medical societies and the
medical profession. each physician in
his own locality, did what could be
done to cheer the hiving, soothe the
dying and bury the dead.
Now a different edict goes out from
medical headquarters. The enemy is
known. Its means of travel are
known. The metbods of protection
are known The difficult ie ft of shield-
ing a whole community are great,
but they are not insuperable. A sense
of security has led to neglect, and
the poison has been imported into
New Orleans, hut even in New Or-
leans. after three months, there have
been less than 200 deaths, and there
have been 1,400 cases, so called—
many of them, no doubt, were mala-
rial attacks. Everything in a year
that develops yellow fever has the ap-
pearance of yellow fever. The death
rate tellS the story.
In 1878 a boat coming from New
Orleans, bringing its cargo of unno-
ticed mosquitoes, distributed them all
along the Mississippi and Ohio, far
above Cincinnati. The trail of that
boat could be traced, but these new
cases did not themselves produce
other eases in this climate, Yellow
fever was brought here, but it died
here. A ofosquito here has nothing
to feed on. The sril to which it car-
ries its poison does not develop that
poison. The poison dies under our
climatic and atmospheric conditions.
So,tho_rouggity well known now are
1_
the facts in regard to yellow fever, so
thoroughly has its nature beep inves-
tigated' and the means of transmis-
sion described, that it has been rob-
bed of its terrors. These forts can-
not be preached too often, WU con-
fidently. The yellow fever theory
not merely explains the prevailing
conditions throughout the South, but
it explains the phenomena of past
epidemics, and makee.it possible to
deal with it intelligently, successfully
and wthout fear.
MRS. HANNA SERIOUSLY ILL.
Widow of Late Senator Is Prostrat-
ed by His Death.
Cleveland, 0., Aug. 25.—Grieving
over the death of her hutband, the
late Senator M . A. Hanna, Mirs.
Hanna lies in at her summer cottage
at Bar Harbor, Me. Her health be-
gan to fail shortly'after the senator's
death and early this year her physic-
ian recommended complete rest and
sea air. She went to Bar Harbor,
where for a time the change benefit-
ed her, but a reaction set in and she
became seriously ill, being confined
to her bed for weeks. Advices re-
ceived today say that .she is recov-
ering.
PROLONGING THE
PRIME OF LIFE
Metchnikoff, chief of research
at the Pasteur institute of Pgris and
one of the most eminent biologists of
the day, has reached the astonishing
conclusion tat the span of human
life may be largely increased.
In the September McClure's E. A.
McFarlane describes in a paper which
is the outcome of a' series of inter-
views with Prof. Metchnikoff, the dis-
coveries and investigations which
give warrant for the scientist's belief.
Prof. Nfetchnikoff's latest investi-
gations have shown that old age as
we know it is practically a disease.just as, tangible and conquerable as
any other human ill, and one against
which the body should be able to
arm itself with weapons as effective
as those which science raises againo
bubonic plague or diphtheria.
The discovery of the pathological
nature of old age is the outcome of
Mietchnikoff's discovery, some years
ago, of the function of the Phagocytes
(white corpuscle, of the blood),
whose activity in attacking and de-
vouring the hostile microbes that en-
ter the system is the measure of our
immunity from disease. In observing
these inicrosecoklic "watch dogs of
the bloat" the astonincheng discov-
ery was made that certain diseases,
notably the "atrophies," not only
were not combated by the phagocytes,
but were actually caused by them. It
was s-een that certain physical condi-
tions cause a perversion of the ac-
tivities of the macrophages (a variety
of phagocyte). which then turn their
attacks upon the body itself and de-
vour its cells LS voraciously as under
normal conditions they destroy for-
eign microbes. From this discovery
it was but a step to recognize the
analogy between these phenomena
and the state called "old age," which
is nothing more than compound atro-
phy.
So far, the most positive results
obtained have been reached along
lines of prevention 'rather than of
cure. One of the causes of the per-
nicious activities of the macrophages.
is the microbe of puterfaction in the
digestive tube, and this, it was 
covered, may be rendered innocoun
by the microbe of the ferment which
causes milk, to sour. A search in
Europe discovered the healthiest mi-
crobe of this variety inhabiting the
kefir milk of the Bulgarian moun-
taineers, who are the kingest lived
persons on the continent. With this
corroboration of their theory, Prof.
'Metchnikoff and his co-workers im-
ported quantities of the Kefir milk,
and established cultures in their lab-
oratories. They are experimenting
upon themselves by drinking gener-
ous)y every day of milk fermented
by this microbe, and are able to
chronicle 'encouraging results.
Whether or not a continuance of the
diet will firing the professor to the
"hundred and forty years" which Bah-
fon set down as the natural span of
nian"s life, time only can tell. How
to hold the insurgent macrophages
to their normal function is the un-
solved problem for the scientists, but
other roads have been opened which
approach the subject from different
direction' and with great success.
ANOTHER RESPITE FOR HOCH
Chicago. Aug. 24.--Johann Hoch.
the convicted wife murderer, and al-
leged multi-bigimist, received anoth-
er lease of life today when Justice
Magruder, of the Illinois supreme
court, granted a writ of supersedeat.
Hoch's case will now be taken up by
the highest law tribunal in the state.
Judge Alton B. Parker. late demo-
crati: candidate for president, will be
one of she attorneys to make argu-
Melt in the noted case of S. B. Hart
man against John D. Park & Co. set
for hearing in Maysville September
14. judge Parker 'takes the place of
the Hon. Elihn Root.
'At the head of the class, Elk'.'
Dream zee sigar. 1.'
Do You Want To Ren
Buy or Sell Real Estate Or
Insure Your Property?
CONSULT THIS COMPANY. NO REAL ESTATE TRANSACTIONOF ANY KIND TOO LARGE OR TOO SMALL TO BE HANDLEDIN OUR PLACE. WE HAVE A THOROUGH EQUIPMENT; EX-PERT INFORMATION AND PROMPT SERVICE. EITHER CALL,TELEPHONE, WIRE OR WRITE
S. T. IliNDLE, Manager
MECHANICS' A/415 FARMERS' SAVINGS BANK—REAL ESTATE
DEPARTMENT.
Does Your Watchl
Need Repairing?
Do you want a first class job by an
expert workman? If you do take
It to
John 3. Bleich, jeweler.
224 Broadway, Paducah, Hy.
J E. COULSON,
PLUMBING...
Steam and Hot Water Heating.
Phone 133. 529 Broadway.
talli-400+444-14+++++++++.H-1.-14 ++++++++
THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO
Of Padur^h, Kentucky,
Capital and Surplus $1155,000i
ED P. NOBLE, PRES. 0. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRES.
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER
Transacts all regular banking business.. Solicits your deposits. Pays
per cent per annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety boxes in fire
proof vault for rent at $3 to $zo per year as to size. You carry your owe
key and no one but yourself has access.
New Century Hotel
DAWSON SPRINGS, KY.
This fine modern hotel is now open under as, new
management for:guests at the
FAMOUS KENTUCKY WATERING PLACE
Very best accommodations at reasonable:rates
Price Bros. eic CO.,
Dawson Springs, Kentucky.
For Vaults, Monuments and G eneral Cemetery Work Use
GREEN RIVER STONE
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS I1S WHITENESS; does not be-
come dark and discolored.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT :
air
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite & Stone Works
SOLE AGENT, Ifiog TRIMBLE ST., PADUCAH, KY.
Paducah Transfer Company
(Incorporated.)
General Cartage Business,
Superior Facilities for Office
Handling Freight, Machinery 2nd and Monroe
And Household Goods. Both 'Phones ii
P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.
Pi
Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369, - - Residence Phone 726
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
We Write Anything.in Insurance
Moe 306 Broadway Phones: Office 385—Resi4ence 1696
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COLEMAN'S CASE
WILL BE REHEARD AGAIN TO-
DAY IN THE CITY
COURT.
Accused Does Not Want to Go Back
to New Orleans—Charge
Against Him.
•• The second hearing to be granted
Walter Coleman will iseeetweardettrire
morning before Special Judge David
4 Cross in police court. Coleman is
the young I. C. flagman who was ar-
rested here a few days ago at the
instance of information received from
News cans c ar
ing a fugitive from justice and being
implicated in a systematic robbery of
box cars. When he was first brought
into the city court he agreed to re-
turn to New Orleans without a re-
4 quisition and no other proceedings
towarde his defense was made and he
was ordered held to await the arrival
of officers to take him in charge.
Since that time, however, Coleman
,alkas concluded that he did not want
ice return to the yellow fever districts
and refused to return without requi-
sition papers. He employed Hon.
'Hal S. Corbett as his attorney, who
at once filed a motion for a new hear
ing, which was granted. This morn-
ing the case :sill be laid before Jerdge
Cross .and Attorney Corbett will ask
that Coleman be released from cds-
tody.
Detectives R. B. Stubbs and F. Ken
ner, of New Orleans, are expected to
return today from Frankfort where
they went to secure the necessary
papers for taking Coleman back to
• 
Louisiana. While in the city they
were with Detective Moore and the
, three called on the wife of Coleman
el to get any information possible re-
garding Coleman, but she refused to
talk to the officers on the subject.
She would not even tell when and
where she was married to Coleman.
.4
.$
,t
CAUSED BY A
FORTUNE TELLER.
Shooting of Kathleen Morgan by
Mrs. Beatrice Young in New
York.
New York, Aug. 25 ---.The next time
that your wife begins to insinuate
that you are not ail that you should
bet ask her if she has been going to
the fortune teller's. that may ex-
plain it all. Mrs. Beatrice Young,
who is now in jail here, was inform-
ed by a fortune teller that her hus-
band was untrue to her. By expend-
ing several hundred dollars in addi-
tional consultations she was able to
get an accurate description of her ri-
val. Then, as a stenographer in her
husband's employ corresponded to
the description, she Minted up that
young person in the writing room of
the Imperial Hotel and shot her in
the back. She is now anxious to
have the fortune teller admitted to
are her in the jail in order that she
INtay had out what is likely to be the
tsult of her trial. Possibly that
.iight not be a difficult question. Ac-
ending to the most credible and cap-
e,* testimony, the woman she shot
was .absolutely innocent, end her hus
Laud will too buy, working fourteen
flours a day, to keep his wale in what
pasees for comfort in New York, to
bother about any other woman. Fur
thermore, he is a small, distressed
man, with an everlasting look of anx-
iety On his face, and stingy, yellow
whiskers that are turning gray. A
tine lothario he—with no income but
that he managed to get by funning
Aenographic offices in two hotels. In
jail his wife admits that she had no
actual- evidence of her husbaad's
guilt. • She merely noticed' something
cuspicious in his conduct which she
could not define. The fortune teller
•:lid the rest. And between the silly
woman and the faking fortune teller,
the thing was brought to pass that
will probably cost the life of Kath-
leen Morgan, the stenographer. The
doctors at the New York hospital
say that she has about one chance in
five to recover.
BIGAMY WAS HIS BUSINESS
Accused of Marrying Many Women
for Their Money.
ew York, Aug 25.—An indict-
en t charging bigamy was found
yesterday against Dr. George A. Witz
hoff, a dentist and chemist, who is
claimed by the police to have a mat-
timonial record in nearly every large
American city. Four women have
been found who allege they were wed
fled to him and abandoned after hav-
ing parted with all the money they
possessed. Witzhoff has not been
seen in New York for several months
lut the attorneys who are at thetad of the prosecution claim to haveclew to his whereabouts. .
According to the police, complaints
have been received from Chicago, St.
Louis, Philadelphia. Kansas City,
Pucalo and Cleveland against a man
answering tothe doctor' description,
The feature 14 Wednesday's sese
eion of the American Bar Association
at Narragansett Pier, was the address
of President Harry St. George Tuck-
er. He discussed recent legislation
and the desirability of a high stand-
are of professional ethics.
Che 6reat Order Of Masonry.
The peech of Past Grand Master
John R. Smth, of Tennessee, at the
s'
Masonic barbecue at Medina, Satur-
day last, says the Jackson (Tenn.)
Weeig-ef-the-Sehinet., is such a splen-
did exposition of the virtues of the
noble order, that it is worthy of pub-
lication:
The Address.
Ladies and Gentlemen and Brethe'
ren of the Masonic Fraternity:
3eihen  my. brethren elected me
grand master of Tennessee they plac-
ed upon my brow a royal crown, or-
namented with the jewels of their af-
fection and conferred upon flue the
highest honor that can be bestowed
erre-heart will nev-
er cease to beat with gratitude to
them. When called upon I always
try to respond as best I can.
Twenty Thousand Tennesseeans.
I am called upon today to speak
for twenty thousand Tennesseeans,
grxrct men and true, and I must there-
fore speak the truth. I am no speak-
er end you who know me clhe not ex-
pect a speech from me and I will not
disappoint you. But I wile say what
is acknowledged all over the Union
that the best coat work in all of the
world is done in Tennessee, and if
chapters and comrnanckries else-
where exceed those in this state in
esoterics it is a late thing and I have
not heard of it. But why should it
not be so? Tennessee through Fos-
ter gave to the general grand chap-
ter of the United States its system of
work and through Connor to the
grand encampment its ritual of the
Red Cross. the Temple and of Malta.
And for half a century Tennessee
craftsmen have been the peers of the
best workmen in this country. And
for fifty years or more, too, Tennes-
see Masons have held higher rank in
fields of literature and jurisprudence.
and to assure you of this I need but
mention the names of Tannehill, Fra-
zelle and Wheeler. Blackty and How-
ell, Connor and Foster, Ingersoll and
Rumpus and Morgan and Price. The
writings of these brethren have shed
lustre on the state and carried as
fame 'se. far forth as goes the Shib-
boleth of Free Masonry. And in the
fields of politics today we point with
pride to the names of James D.
Richardson, Robert L. Taylor, Edw.
W. Carmack, Jas. B. Frazier, Joseph
E. Washington, Finis J. Garrett and
many others.
Great Men of Past.
And what a roil of honor can be
made of the name, of Tennessee's
free efasone who have departed this
life. Fero of all, a past grand mas-
ter, an ex-preeident of the United
States!, whose name has become a
household word throughout the
length and breadth of our common
country, that great Tennessee-an who
at New Orleans with his little band
of Kentucky and Tennessee patriots
drove hack into the sea one of the
grandest armies the world has ever
seen and prsxeaimeel to the nations
of the earth that by the eternal
America would be free. We are proud
of the name of Andrew Jackson.
There is another name upon our
roster, the name of one who left the
vine-clad shores of his loved France
to draw his %word in behalf of a
hberty-loving but down-trodden pen-.
ple. Bright from that roster gleams
the name of General Lafayette.
Jas, K. Polk, under whose admin-
istration an empire was added to the
union; and Andrew Johnson, the
great commoner, were presidents of
dee United States.
Sam Houston, John Bell, Phelix
Grundy and Wm. B. Bate, senators
and statesmen all. ,
'John Sevier; Robert L. Caruthers,
John C. Brown and Albert S. Marks,
and A host of others, whose names ap-
pear upon the roster, were honored
eey their fellow citizenv and were
honors to Tennessee Free Masonry.
National Representatives.
As it is with a state, so it is with
a nation. .Most all of our greatest
men, from Veashington to Roosevelt,
were Masons. Of hte 37 signers of
the declaration of independence, fifty-
four of them were Masons, and in
the war which followed every gener-
al of the ContinentJ..rm' was a Ma-
con. St And'rew' s lodge was closed
and the brethren clothed themselves
for the Boston Tea Party, and it was
these Mhasone who lest the patriots
that dumped the cargo into the sea.
Masons have always been found in
the forefront of every battle around
the world for the advancement of
man.
Masonic Relief.
On every field of battle the Mason-
ic distress sign has ever brought aid
and comfort from the ranks of the
enemy.
In the war between the states one
of Gibson county'e gallant sons lay
spent and bleeding on the field of bat-
tle, this life's blood slowly ebbing
away; the cavalry and cannon were
dashing over the wounded, dying
and dead, crushing the tile out of
many of them; when with a heroic
struggle he 'ac enabled to make that
distress sign, which has never yet
hiked to be answered. A cavalryman
dismounted, the arm of blue encircled
the waist of gray; placing the wound-
ed man upon his horse he carried him
to a place of safety, and with hie can-
teen, from a nearby 'brook, he
brought water and cooled his fevered
brew and piarched lips, and when the
white winged •angel of peace again
hovered over the country he lived to
tell hie story to his dear loved ones
around his own fire side. ,
Founded on the Bible.
Surely there must be sonic vital
force in an institution that 'has out-
hived kingdoms and dynasties, wars
and revolutions, prejudices and,fanat-
iciems, and is today a potent factor
in the affairs of mien. I answer it is
because this grand old instituton of
ours is founded upon the Holy Bible
and permeated with the principles of
morality; with charity as its corner
stone, and love as the key stone that
binds our sacred arts.
Free Masonry has its secrets, it is
true, but they are useful only as a
means of self prote-ctioa. Its prin-
ciples are not secret, its charity is as
broad as the wants of humanity, its
love encircles the globe, its splendid
steeds shine like jeweled stars in
lands of choicest night, its heavenly
brightness illuminates the firmament
of bigotry and hate, it is the ad-
vance guard of civilization, the har-
binger of concord and the blessed
messenger of peace. Free Masonry
cheers the heart of widowhood, it sus-
tains the helplees orphan, it soothes
the distressed, it brings peace and
consolation to the bereaved, it min-
isters to the sick and the dying, and
when at last death enters the home,
it solemnly and reverently consigns
the remains of the deceased brother
to Mother Earth, there to await the
resurrection morn. '
Protection of Women.
Pure and gentle womanhood, is the
especial ward of Masonry. Who
wears the square upon his breast is
the sworn protector of female inno-
cence. Woe to the despoiler of wo-
manhood, for upon him shall fall the
swift reward of Masonic justice.
Nor time, nor peace, nor wealth can
shield him from the avenging angel,-
with a flaming sword. In all ages
and in every land Masonry has stood
like a mighty rock in defense of wo-
man', spotter, honor. Free Mason-
ry stand!: for the home, it stands for
pure womanhood, it stands for chiv-
alric manhood, it stands for liberty
and justice under the law. Every Ma,
son is charged to be true to his
country and just to his government.
To avoid anarchy and the mob and
at all times and under all circum-
stances to uphold the power and maj-
esty of the law.
If I were an artist I would chisel
in exquisite and enduring marble the
collossal figure of a perfect woman.
I would put the light of kindnes9 in
her eyes, 'the kiss of love upon her
lips, and the warmth of sympathy in
her cheeks, and I would cut into her
glowing face the sympathy of a thou-
sand hearts, and with an artist's
touch I would give her the mein and
cast of sovereign love, and in her
great, her gentle, her protecting arms
I would have her in syrnipbolic form
embraeing the heavy laden of the
earth and drawing with tenderness
the downcast on her heaving bosom.,
and on the base of this grand sym-
bol I would cut in the chaste marble,
in letters of living fire, these words,
which have been committed to all tele
ages and now encircles the cycles bf
rime, "Free efiasonry."
True and Tried.
Free Masonry to me has a peculiar
Found. My love for it is as immeas-
urable as is the influence of the order
for good. To be a true Macon is to
be a true man, and a true man is
God's ideal of perfection. I revere
the names of the noble founder!: of
the order. I honor the names of the
noble exemplars of its teachings in
all the ages, and love the brethren
:wherever they may be found. With
Masonry rank and title are of no
avail. We look alone to the man:
Far back in the dim and shadowy
!past our noble work begun,
There were present two kings with
diadems and an humble widow's
,
Around the same broad trestle boaro
With equal rank they stood
And planned the work for the ages,
For man's eternal good.
In our rank!: tibroughoot the ages,
Since that eventful day.
Great kings with crowns, and wid-
ows' sons,
Have worked' the self-same way.
Now far removed from the shadowy
past,
Our work is still so done,
And we crown alike with love today
• Then kings and that widow's son.
What She Lost.
Lost—A gray leather chatelaine,
containing a talcum chamois, two
handecerchiees, one of them folded, a
card case with half a dozen of the
girls' and seventeen other persons'
cards, a nail file in a burnt leather
case, a book of street car tickets, two
checks for circus seats, a watch at-
tached to a small fob, samples of five
varieties of organdy, a library ticket,
a pencil without any point, an address
book, a silver stamp box, a little pack
age, ribbon or lace, a bow for the
hair, a piece of paper of pins, a much
folded envelope with a letter inside,
three wire hair pins, a photograph
moimted on a calling card, a small
bottle of alcohol for mosquitoes, Ca
purse containing twenty-three. cents.
—Society Ad. in St. Joseph (Mo.)
Gazette.
For perfection and purity smoke
Elk Dream sac cigar.
4+4+. 444,4*. 
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The New Moline
+T4,,
WE HAVE RECEIVED A LARGE AND COMPLETE
NEW MOLINE WAGONS, AND ASK THE PUBLIC TO
INSPECT THEM. OUR PRICES ARE AS LOW AS
PAY FOR A MUCH CHEAPER WAGON.
WE, ALSO, HAVE A COMPLETE LINE OF BUGGIES, SUR-
RIES, RUN-ABOUTS, SPRING WAGONS AND PHAETONS.
OUR RUBBER-TIRE PLANT IS THE MOST COMPLETE IN
THE CITY
WE, ALSO. CARRY AN UP-TO-DATE LINE OF
SADDLES, COLLARS AND BRIDLES.
DON'T FAIL TO CALL AND LOOK OVER OUR IMMENSESTOCK, AND GET OUR PRICES BEFORE PURCHASING.
LINE Ott
CALL AND
YOU WILL
HARNESS,
JOHN G. REHKOPPF BUGGY CO.
4444444+
WIFE BREAKS A MAN'S NECK.
Story of Murder Disclosed by Little
Tennessee GUL
Knoxville, Tenn., Aug. 24—The
little daughter oi Mrs. John Lea, late
ly a widow by the supposed suicide
if her husband, a sawmill man, who
resided near Cleveland, Tenn., today
conks-sect to her grandmother at Mur
ray, Ga., where she had been sent on
a visit, that her mother and James
Hix, also a sawmill man, who board-
ed at the home of the Lees, killed
her father.
The story is one of the most re-
volting in criminal annals of Tennes-
see. Lea was found hanging by a
rope which was attached to one of
the beams of the sawmill, his neck
broken. A coroner's jury pronounced
h:m a suicide. Then Hix and Mrs.
Lea disappeared. The little girl de-
clares Hix held her father while her
mother broke his neck with a wea-
pon, Hix telling her where to strike.
They threatened to kill the child if
she told, according to the little one.
Hix has been arrested at Spring
Place, Ga., and officers are looking
T
EDGR
 w
enn,, where she i5 visiting. 
A winTrEmoRE,
•
for Mrs. Lea at Sherman Heights,
BARRY t 'HENNEBERGER
BOTH PHONES
!ALL M
SOLE AGENT FOR
LUZERNE COAL.
AUGUST DELIVERY.
Lump and Egg . . ne Bushel
Nut 
 10e Bushel
SEPTEMBER DELIVERY.
Lump and Egg......13e  Bushel
Nut . . 
..... 12t Bushel
ORDER NOW.
ANTHRACITEPTI.50 PER ION
WRECK CHURCH;
KILL PRIESTS
Buddhist Lamas Attempt to Drive
Christians Out of Province.
Vancouver, B. C.. Aug. 24.—Word
is received by the Empress of China
of an outrage in Yuman province.
showing the revival of fanatical an-
tagonism to awistian colonization.
Official icevicee reaching Pekin state
that a mob of ',ono buiddlest Lamas
by a pre-concerted arrangement to
drive the Christiana nut of their
province, attached the various French
Romen Catholic establishments on
the coast of Sawaho, wrecking one
church and killing many priests!, the
number being variously stated at be-
tween eight and twenty-three, with
others woencled.
The French minister at Pekin has
made strong protests to the Chinese
rniniseer, demanding effectual punish-
ment.
To Be Precise.
How brown you are, Miss Bost-
ing! You've been in the sun lately,
haven't you?
How preposterous! The snit is not
accessible to us by any method of
travel. I've been in the sun's rays,
if that's what you mean.—Philadel-
phia rr6s5.
No Heat Now
To cause the fresh paint to blister.
Painting done now. will stay painted
if we do the work.
Warren & Son, ths North Sixth.
Phone 34I-A.
Henry Mannnen, jr., the reliabla
book manufacturer, Blank Books.
Job and Edition binding. The only
exclusive book binder in Paducah
Library work a specialty.
S. W. Arnold
The real estate agents, has Si75.000
worth of city property for sale and
thirty-five farms; also three safes.
• Houses for rent.
Telephone, old. reds.
11.1. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE T20 NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES
Residence sed, me en
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
4911010CAH REAL ESTe• r e.. WESTERN KENTUCKY FARMS. EASIF
MONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERN
KETIT'UCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRJC LIST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR LT.
17.DG 12 W. WISIT1EMOIL1L. PeLdv,ah_
1
CLEANLINESS
is a necessity to perfect Health and an essential element
of Happiness.
To prevent sickness and enjoy the
comforts of life you should equip your
sleeping apartment or dressing chamber
with a snowy white, one-piece
*Steedsad• Porcelain Enameled Lava-
tory and have running hot and cold
water as desired at your touch.
We have samples in our showroom
and will gladly quote you prices.
-ED. HANNAN, Plumber.
Everyone Invited
TO USE THE NEW PHONE WHEN TELEPHONING TO THE
CAMP. 
. : te
Express Service.
•
WE HAVE MADE SPECIAL ARRANGEMENTS TO HANDLE
ALL CAMP CALLS PROMPTLY. r.fr. 1. 1 .
Peoples' Independent Teleimone Co.
•
110,-
4.
de•
t•
•
•
1.
•
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Anyone failing to receive this paper
regularly should report the matter to
The Register office at once. Tele-
phone Cumberland 318.
Saturday Morning, Aug. 26, raos.
Open Door Versus Quarantine.
The effort to have Paducah estab-
lish a quarantine looks to the average
person as a case of "much ado about
nothing," and ninety-five per cent. at
least, of the population of this city
are paying no attention whatever to
the tempest in x teapot. If Paducah
must really quarantine against some-
thing let the police department get
busy and run every tramp and trifling
negro out of the city and include the
white vagrant too. Then let the
health department clean up the city
and invite all respectable people to
come and tarry with us.
Sordid selfishness is at the bottom
of all of the hullabaloo that efforts
are being made to raise: Every busi-
ness has its obstacles and difficulties
and things wiL occur that will cur-
tail the profits oi some, and if the
Tennessee and Illinois scares happen
to hamper a few of the local houses,
that is no good reason why the tax-
payers of Paducah should have to
pay a hundred or two of dollars a
day to maintain a quarantine, to say
nothing of the annoyance to our peo-
ple cc those corning here for business
ot pleasure. A quarantine is a farce
rnless it be one that is rigid in every
particular, and all that we can see in
it is employment for about fifty "in-
spectors" or guards whose chief duty
will be to draw a salary from the
public treasury with scrupulous reg-
ularity until frost. There is another
feature about the case and that is the
free advertising the "officials" will
get for a month or more.
We do not blame th-ose who feel
loss in their trade, and they are v
few, from prostesting, bye et au-
•elslaorities .undeirwalretto establish a
quarantine there will be a mighty
bowl go up from the people who do
not believe in any such steps being
taken. Cairo is being denounced
from one end of the country to the
other and the loss of business to
that town will be felt for years to
Come. This is the way the proposi-
tion appeals to us from a business
standpoint, and everything consider-
ed, we believe the open door policy
to be tbe best for the city as a whole.
As to The danger incurred by the
open door, we believe there is none
because yellow fever is a disease for-
eign to this climate except Whew it
is imported, and history shows that
it has never proven contagious.
Twenty-five aides from Paducah are
several cases of scarlet fever, a dis-
ease far more malignant, contagious
and fatal than yellow fever, yet our
citizens are not being wrought up by
that face One case of scarlet fever
in Paducah would cause more uneasi-
nts- among the parents of this city
than would a half a dozen eases of
imported yellow fever.
At a meeting in Louisville Thurs-
day evening the members of the state
board of health said that typhoid fe-
ver is far mere dangerous and hard
to handle than yellow lever. More
people die every month in Kentucky
from tesosoid fever than have ever
died from yellow few:. Three times
as many people die from consump-
tion .than from tYPbtaid fever. The
same precautions that will prevent
yellow fever will also prevent typhoid
and malarial fever. In 19°3' there
were in Kentucky 13,305 cases of ty-
phoid fever and 1,579 deaths, as
against 1,600 eases and 226 deaths re-
ported to date from New Orleans
from yellow fever since the epidemic
began ,there.. This typhoid feVer tehet
the state nearly a million dollars. We
had better have more concern about
the real plague at home than the
plague in the South.
People who haste never had taper-
ience with a quarantine cannot ap-
preciate the annoyance and troubfe
that it brings, and if Paducah ever
has a genuine quarantine one exper-
ience will be enough to last a life
time. Where there is rea' danger it
would be well to quarantine, but at
this time the danger is too remote
for the question to receive serious
consideration. It is to be regretted
that any of the traveling men of Pa-
ducah should have to suffer incon-
venience, but there are others to be
considered in the matter as well.
'Memphis has a rigid quarantine,
and all will agree that its experience
twenty-6ve years ago fully justifies
ther present course, yet on the other
hand we find Nashville and Louis-
ville with open doors and Paducah
can well afford to be in their com-
pany.
CHURCHES SUNDAY.
Sun Rise Services at the First
Cumberland Church.
There will be a sunrise prayer serv
ice held in the Cumberland Presbyter
ian church Sunday morning at 6:3o
o'clock. This is a special service for
all the young people of the city. It
is one of a series of union meetings
being held to promote Christian fel-
lowship among the young people of
Paducah. We earnestly .pray that
the young people of all societies be
present at this important service.
Following is the program:
Lord's prayer.
Song—"Nearer My God to Thee."
Song—"Never Alone."
Prayer—Rev. Niveeya; of Persia.
Scripture lesson—Psalms 19 and 34.
Song—"Calvary".—Miss Katherine
Hovenden.
Prayer—Pierson Lockwood.
Song—"Tell Mother I'll Be There."
Short testimonials.
Remarks by leader.
Sentence prayers.
Song—"Onward Christian Soldier."
Benediction—Rev. Niveeya.
Sunday at the Tenth street Chris-
tian church there will be Sunday
scliool at 9:30 a. m. and communion
services at It a. m. A full attendance
of all officers and members is request
ed. The new church pews are here
and a conference concerning placing
them, and other mattrie in which all
are interested is desired. Friends in-
vited. The Little Helpers meet at
2:30 p. m. No services at night.
FIRE STARTED.
BY LIGHTNING
More Than Seoca000 Loss Sustained
By a New York Company.
New ,.York, Aug. 25.—A loss of
more tran half a million dollars was
caused by a fire in stores No. 39, 40
and 41 of the extensive plant of the
flush Terminal Warehouse company
at the foot of Forty-fontth street,
Brooklyn The fire waa started by
lightning during a storm just before
midnight .
Filled with thousands of bales of
cotton consigned to brokers in Man-'
hattan, the warehouse burned fierce-
ly and stubbornly. The fire depart-
!tient. was, handicapped by lack of
ev-ater in that\ section of Brooklyn,
only one main being available. Fire
boats Frani—the- bey side of the burn-
ing structure did the most effective
work. A barge number of trans-At-
lantic freight steamers lying at the
Bush company's docks were in peril,
but their captains immediately rut
loose and floated out into the stream,
being subireqeently picked up 'by
tugs or got -tinder way with Their
own steam.
ALMOST SEVERS
WOMAN'S HEAD
Virginia Soldier Murders Giel and
Then Attempt& Suicide.
Norfolk, Va., Avg 25.—Capt. E. W.
Jones of company E. seventy-first
regiment Virginia volunteers, yes-
terday killed Maud Robinson, better
known as Maud Cameuon, by almost
svering the woinian'e head from her
shoulders with a razor and then at-
tempted suicide by tutting his own
throat front ear to ear with the razor
which be used on the woman. Jones
is now*in St. Viircent's hospital. The
murdered woman wag 23 years old
Capt. Jones is' about 3o years okl
and unmarried. The tragedy occur-
red at the worterinai home.
To Stop a Nuisance.
The Bradshaw creek, a filthy
stream of water, is doomed. The
board of health is having warrant&
isatied against all parties who are
draining refuse into the creek and
declared that the nuisance shall
abated. It is a most unhealthy place
and the health antiwpritivw have de-
termined to put a Mop to it.
Straw hats were first beard of in
England in the reign of Queen Eliz-
abeth. In the reign of James I. we
learn' of Lord William Howard pay-
ing the then large sum Of $3 for two
straw hats. , 
-
WAS A WALK OVER
The Indians Treated Alices
Shamefully Yesterday.
SOUTH WAS IN THE
BEST OF FORM
The Indians Hit Well and Fielded the
Same Way—Easy Victory
Following.
AT BENTON THE
L. A. L.'S WIN A GAME
Vincennes was given a good heat-
ing in the second game of the -series
at league park yesterday afternoon
South was in rare form, allowing but
two hits, one a single and the other
a double.
Nine hits were secured off Duggan,
Vincennes' star box artist. He was
exploded in the fourth inning. With
the bases full Potts sent a fly down
in right field out of reach of Forney,
clearing the bases, but he was caught
trying to get home.
The Indians played a perfect field-
ing game. McClain made a sensa-
tional catch on the run within a Ivw
feet of the left field fence.
Governor J. C. W. Beckham. a
great baseball enthusiasz, enjoyed the
game immensely.
If Paducah wins today the team
will be tied with Vincennes and the
odd game to decide the champion-
ship of the season will be played on
neutral grounds, unless arrange-
ments can be made ilor it to be pulled
off here Sunday.
The score by innings:
Innings 1 2 3 5 6 7 8 ia—r Is
Vin. 000000000 0 2 3
Paducah 00050003x 89 0
Batteries—Duggan and Matteson;
South and Land. Umpire, Zinkin..
A Waterloo For Benton,
The L. A. L's. journeyed to Ben-
ton Friday afternoon with the reg-u-
lar team, the "old reliable Dick" on
the slab, and showed the Benton
boys how the national game is play-
ed, they rraking eight takliese while
Benton chalked up nine goose eggs.
Dick was, invincible, not a Benton
player reaching second base until Ave
eighth and the ninth innings, when
he let up and gave them theie only
two hits of the game, a man 'feel-
ing third. '1
The fielding of the L. A. Vs. vrts
the feature of the game. Bleat and
Roberts did the battery work f
Benton and Gourieux the. eat castaIrK
the L. A. Lai. The C. A. L's.
eleven hits and-two errois and Ben-
tonNtwo hits and four errors. Benton
insists on another chance, and the L.
A. L's. will again show *bent 110W to
play base ball on the 3tst inst.
The L. A. L's. go to ClutO Salwiay.
where they wilt tackle the crack Pabst
Bine Ribbon team, of•that city, winch
team, no doubt, have some of
the Cairo leaguers.
Hickman 8, I. B. C.'17.
Hickman, Ky., Aug. 25.—Hickman
defeated the I B. C's of Memphis
today in a ten-inning game. Score
8 to 7. In the ninth the score was
7to4 in favor of the I. B. C.'s. The
Hickman boys then got busy with
the bat and 'tied the score in the
tenth, with bases full and two out.
Morgan hit for two sacks, which won
the game. The feature was the pitch
ing of Morgan, who went into The
box in the seventh and stru& out
eight, allowing but one bast hit. Ile
also got a three and two two...base
hits. Spencer pitched a nice game,
but weakened in the ninth. Shortstop
Kelly played the star game for the
visitors. Batteries: Dnigiud, Mor-
gan and Brahic; Spencer and Brady.
Umpire, Dodds.
Season's Major League Record.
Philadelphia and Chicago battled
for twenty innings Thursday, the lat.-
ur winning by the score of 2 111 1.
This is the record for (he National
league this seaeon.
DO NOT BELIEVE
IN RACE SUICIDE..
Parents of Twentv-Thae Children
and Only Forty Years Old.
Allentown. Pa., Aug. 25.--Mr. and
Mrs. Allen C. Depp, of Hickory Run,
with the appearances of twins yester-
day are the parents of twenty-three
children. The parents are only forty
years old and claim, to have the larg-
est family in America, age'consiaered
They were married tigheeet years
ago. Six pairs of twins are now nem
tared in the family circle. Demi is
employed as a section foreman on a
railroad.
MANY LIVES LOST.
A Japanese Transport Goes to the
Bottom.
Tok io, Aug. 25.—The Japanese
transport Kinjo wag sunk in a;'cotli-
short with the British steamed, Sara-
long on August 22, in the Inland Sea.
One hendredl and twenty-stveti in-
valided Japanese soldiers were drown-
•
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DISFIGURED
t WITH ECZEMA
Brushed Scales from Face Like Pow-
der—Under Physicians Six Month!
But Grew Worse — Some Said
Face Would Be Marked for Life—
Now Without a Blemish.
CUTICURA REMEDIES
WORK WONDERS.
"As I was a sufferer with &merits
I write to tell you what a great friend
I found in Cuticura Remedies. In
six months I had
tried three doctors,
but did not get any
better. It was on
my body and on my..
feet so thick that
I could hardly put
a pin on me with-
out touching ee-
fr 4 zerna. My face was
covered, my eyebrows came out, and
then it got in my eye. I then went to
another doctor. He asked me what
I was taking for it, and I told him
Cuticura. He said that was a very
good thing, but that he thought that
my face would be marked for life. But
Cuticura did its work and my face is
now just as clear as it ever was.
"My brother-in-law told me about
the wonderful Cuticura remedies.
I took his advice and got the Ointment,
Soap, and Resolvent. I washed with
the Cuticura Soap and then applied
the Ointment, and took Cuticura
Reeoh:ent as directed. In a short
time my face began to get better, and
when I had taken one bottle of
Resolvent I could brush the scales
off my face like a powder. When I
had taken four bottles my face was as
clear as ever.
"I told all my friends about my
remarkable cure. I feel so thankful
I want everybody far and wide to
know what Cuticura can do. It ia a
sure cure for eczema. (signed) Mrs. 
EmmaWhite, 841 Cheerier Place,
Camden, N. J., April 25,1906"
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WANT QUARANTINE
(Concluded From Page One.)
passage was upon a standing vote
and apparently the majority for its
adoption was large.
•
Protection Which Counts.
Leading railroaders yesterday in
talking to local authorities as to the
usteigesness of quarantining said that
all the railroads made it a practice to
watch passengers from infected dis-
tstcts and to notify the adthorities at
their point of destination of their
coming. This precaution was taken
tiot only in self-protection but with
an eye to protection of the people
along their roads. Representatives
of both the I. C. R. R. and the N., C.
and St. L. R. R. said that the peo-
ple of Paducah could rest assured of
their heartiest co-operation in all ef-
forts at self-protection and full noti-
fication of danger should any appear.
They also said that the governmeat
inspectors on all the lines and the
watchful care of the people in en-
dangered sections South was the
fullest guarantee of protection to
pointe a- far north as Paducah and
;be neigVboring sections.
Represents the State Board.
Dr. Horace Rivers was yesterday
appointed by the state board of
health as its local representative in
the iseeing of health certificates. In
assuming his duties he at once took
pains to discover as to what extent
his certificates would be 'recognized
in Illinois and was advised that they
would be acceptable in all Semthern
Illinois points without any additional
*emit except at Cairo. Ilia health
authorities of Cairo will issue a per-
mit to all applicants, by mail or let-
ter, and those, with a health certifi-
cate attached, will gain access to that
flint
Dr. Rivers says all persons person-
ally known to him as being well and
rot within the infected fever district
for ten days can get certificates.
Those not personally known to him
must bring reliable endorsement from
people who are well known to him.
He will issue no certificate unlessI
thoroughly satisfied as to the appli-
aant.
Gone to Memphis.
This morning early Mayor Yeiser,
'Dr. Sights and Dr. McCormack, in-
spector for the state board, went to
Memphis ta see .and talk with Dr.
Albright, of Nashville, of the Ten-
nessee state board of health, and Dr.
Heber Jones, of the Memphis board
of health, relative to recognizing in
that state and Isfensphie certificates
of health issued here. They will
hardly be able to return until tonight.
While fishing in shallow water in
San Francisco Bay in a boat, Daniel
Steitth was attacked by a school of
stitriae He fonght them with:
bcrathook and finally managed
reach shore exhausted.
Subscribe for the Reglet • •
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The Starting Time
OF ANYTHING IS THE EARLIEST POSSIBLE MOMENT. FOR
THE MORE TIME YOU HAVE THE GREATER SHOULD BE
YOUR SUCCESS. DO YOU EVER INTEND SAVING? IF SO,
WHAT ARGUMENT CAN YOU SHOW FOR NT SAVING NOW?
THE SOONER YOU GET AT IT THE BETTER FOR YOU AND
THE LARGER YOUR SUCCESS WILL BE
DO YOU THINK YOU CAN SAVE WHEN YOU ARE MAKING
MORE? IF YOU DO NOT SAVE SOMETHING NOW OUT OF
YOUR PRESENT INCOME, YOU WILL HARDLY SAVE WHEN
IT HAS GROWN,LARGER, BECAUSE YOUR DESIRE WILL
CROW AS YOUR INCOME GROWS. BETTER FIND ROOMFOR SAVING NOW. ONE DOLLAR WILL START AN AC-COUNT.
B. M. SCOTT,
------ • --President. -
GEO. C. THOMPSON,
Vice-President and Manager.
J. T. LAURIE, Cashier.
Mechanics & farmers
Savings Bank
227 BROADWAY.
BASE- BALL
TODAY.
PADUCAH -VINCENNES
Admission—General, asc; Grand Stand, 35c Box Seats, 6oc.
Seats on Sale at Smith & Nagel's.
GAME CALLED AT 3:30 P. M.
"OUR BOYS" HERE
ITHE THIRD REGIMENT STATE
GUARDS IS AT CAMP
YEISER.
Will Take Up Routine Work Today
—Many Visited City Last Night
—The Staff Officers.
Camp Yeiser is again well filled
with soldiers—mensbers of the state
guards. The Third regiment came
into camp yesterday late. Today the
regiment takes up routine work and
the drills, etc, will again delight the
peoplel.A.4
Th ird are "our boys." They
are from Mlayfield, Hopkinsville, Cmn
tral City, Earlington, Henderson, Ow
ettaboro, Madisonville and Bowling
Green. There are no finer fellows in
the state than can be found in the
Third. And some of them are ex-
pierenced soldiers, too
The Third is commanded by Col.
Jouett Henry, of Hopkinsville, who
has on his staff Lieut. Col. % E. H.
Watt, Bowling Green; Mdj. E. B.
Bassett Hopkinsville, major of First
battalion; Walter Powers, Mattison-
ville, meteor of Second battalion; G.
Talbot Berry, akerganeeld, major of
Third battalion; S. S. Watkins, Ow-
ensboro, major surgeon; Capt. A. C.
Chapman, Louisville (formerly of
Owensboro) adjutant; Capt. Gordon
E. Nelson, Hopkinsville, quartermas-
ter; Capt. Frank D. Rash, F.arling-
ton, commissary; Capt. John L. Dis-
makes. Mayfield, and Capt. J. K. W.
Piper, Russellville, assistant surgeons
Rev. Frank M. Thomas, Owensboro.
chaplain. Of these officers who serv-
ed in the Philippine, are: Col. Henry,
Lieut. Col. Watt, Maj. Poers, Capt.
Chapman, Capt. Nelson and Rev.
Thomas.
On the battalion staff are: Lieut.
Allen Jenkins, Bowling Green, ad-
jutant of the Third; Lieut. C. II.
Tandy, Hopkinsville, adjutant of the
First; Lieut. C. R. Mann, Greenville,
adjutant of the Second
The battalion quartermasters are:
Second Lieut. C. W. Head, Hopkins-
vine, the First; Second Lieut. Ira
Parish, Madisonville, the Second;
Second Lieut. D. D. Crabb, Morgan-
field, the Third.
The company' captains are: Henry
H. Denhardt, company A, Bowling
Green; Ed C. Walker, company B,
Henderson; Walter P. Howard, com-
pany C, Owensboro; E. W. Clark,
company D, Hopkinsville; Ed L.
Yours, company E, Madisonville; R.
C. McCracken, company F. Central
City; Paul P. Price, company G, Earl
ington; J. H. Boswell, company I,
Mayfield.
Many of the Third men were in the
city last night mixing among friends.
'they found a cordial welcome where
ever they went.
When the mgiment is reviewed
Gov. Beckham they will have the
brgest crow(' of, spectators yet at
the park.
The general hoe is that the stay
of the Third at Camp Yeiser will be
most pleasant.
• Five aundred delegates attended
the opening seitsion Wednesday of
the League of American Municipaii-
t;ee at Toledo and the number is ex-
pected to be twice as large at today's
sessions.
• •
P•THE KENTUCKY
TELEPHONE 546
TO-NIGHT
Klimit & Opzzolo's Scenic and Com-
edy Masterpiece
On The Bridge
At Midnight
An elaborate production of this
famous and successful drama which
not only excels in stage pictures but
in its absorbing story of life in a
great city, with its pathos, humor,
plots of villiany and strange charac-
ters
The Sad and the Comic
Clearly Intermingled.
The Great Jack Knife Bridge Scene
With all its complete details, in-
cluding the steamer through the open
draw, and a fitting climax to a pow-
erful play
Seats on Sale Friday 9 a. m.
THE KENTUCKY
TELEPHONE 548
TUESDAY 29
HARRY 13Ull IN1ROCILICE
Tfrfir
HUNTING5
• 4 ' . 117,0141.4 7/Y/
OPSY ItINV v MUSICAL COMEDY
IN THREE ACTS.
Own Scenery:
Own Songs.
Own Dances.
Own Music.
Own Ideas.
More
More
More
More
More
More
More
9-1
•:, t
Than any other Musical Comedy
—ON THE ROAD.—
Prices: 25c, 5oc and 75c.
Seats on sale Monday at 9 a. me.
Catchy Music.
Pretty Girls.
Artistic Dancing.
Bright Comedy,
Originality.
Big laughs.
Good Plot.
Vegetated
Calomel
NEVER GRIPES NOR SALI-
VATES. ALL DRUGGIST toe.
Frederick A. Peckham, the NewYork broker, was arrested at Sarato-ga Wednesday on a charge of coin-plicity in the government cotton re-port fraud, and placed in jail in "-fault of $12,000 bail.
s ,
Subscelbe for the Register.
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, SHREWD CROOKS
ARE ACCIDENTALLY CAPTUR-
ED AFTER TWO YEARS
SEARCH.
The Woman Squeals and Gives Her
Male Pal Away, Clearing up
a Mystery.
Chicago, Aug. 25.—The mysterious
disappearance of hundreds of trunks
.and other baggage from railroad
brains and stations in Chicago, St.
Louis and 'Denver during the past
two years has just been revealed
through the arrest here of Roy Ald-
rich, alias Roy Espey, of California,
and a woman giving the name of
Daisy Dean and her hope is Denver.
They were arrested on a charge of
stealing furs from a store in the Ma-
sonic Temple. When their rooms
were starched the, notice found a
4 hrge number of truales and suit
cases and a profusion of the most
expensive clotligsg and toilet articles,
for men and "woolen.
KX
•
•
al
Woman Confesses.
Miss Dean confessed to the police,
yesterday her participation in a
.chena hickz has caused a large
number of railroalK lose a vast
amount of veluab itgafe•
The •echertie .was simple. They
would take a trunk, earche/ or suit
caoc, containing only a shirt or some
other article of clothing, and check,
it to some nearby point. After the
trunk was placed in the baggage car
eithor the nun or woman would go
to the baggage agent, hand him half
a dollar, show the check and ask to
be allowed to open the trunk or
satchel in order to get out a clean
Shirt or some other article.
In not a single case did the bag-
gagenureter 'refuse the request.
WOrking of Scheme.
While ostensibly gettoig something
ovt of one trunk to wear. the man or
. woman would exchange the check on
the empty trunk or valise for one
on the best-appearing trunk or valise
in the car. W4len the train reached
the ifeetinntion to which the dummy
baggage 'haft been shipped. Aldrich
would immediately present the dupli-
cate of the check which he had
• transferred to another truik, wet it,
and take it to his room. When the
owner of the trunk called for it he
would be offered the &menet trunk
of the dumpers.
Detectives of the roads are now
trying to trace the stolen property.
The Dean woman admits that much
of it hag been stored in various places
but eis far sew %as. refused to reveal
5.
ASKING A PARDON.
Gov. Beckham Appealed to in Pehalf
of Hulsey Colfuss.
Sheriff Dare Reeves and Mr Mon-
roe Collins, of Benton, went in the
city yesterday in conference with
Gov. Beckham regarding a pardon
for Helsey Collins. aged nineteen
years. von of Mr. Monroe Collies.
The boy was sentenced to one year
in the penitentiary in the recent Mar-
shall circuit court for false swear-
ing.. Judge Reed suspended the judg
molt for 6o day, pending an appeal.
The time expired Wednesday and,
a- no appeal has ever been granted.
Mr. Collins is seeking leniency for
his son by a pardon. The chief exec-
utive agreed to give the matter con-
sideration later.
Former State Dispensary Commis-
aioner F. M. Mieson, in a hearing be
gore a South Can-eine legislative corn
eriittee stated that a Baltimore tthisky
firm had offered him $3e,ock) irteesenild buy liquor of ahem An er
lot Potion was nwle him by a Cen-
cernati liquor house.
PARIS AGOG
PRETTY ACTRESS CAUSES
BANK CLERK TO GO
ASTRAY.
Party Reported Arrested at
Brasil, While En Route
Buenos Ayres.
THEATRICAL
 NOTES
A The plot of the% musical comedy
iyhich introduces he Four Iluntings
to Stardom is as follows: A party of
visitors to an insane asylum meet
tor tte first time and all imagine eachBah' °the!' to be one of the lunatics and
to • uriNg the mistakes a daring scheme
is tiacilded disclosing the villainy of
an unscrupulous guardian of his late
i friend's riches, but as one of the vis-itors is the heir nd fall in loveNew York, Aug. 25.—Paris is agog
with a sensation such as it ,has not
enjoyed since the Humbert cast,
says the Herald correspondent. Un-
til the end of July Jean Gallay was a
punctual employe of a great Parisbank, earning a monthly salary of$6o, out ofl which be maintained a
wife and two children. At present beis said to be a fugitive aboard a
chartered steam yacht which left Las
Palmas August 9 for Buenos Ayres.
Discoveries of clerical manipulationsis the bank's books indicate an al-leged shortage amounting to about$200,000.
Under Arrest.
Word was received yesterday 'bythe police that the yacht had arrived
at 13ahaia, Brazil, and the party
aboard was under arrest. A man supposed to be Gallay declared to the Ba
haia police that he was a Belgian. M.
Hamard, chief of the Paris detective
service, immediately cabled to *Ba-haia for further news,. and orde.4edthe French detectives nearest Bahaiato go immediately to that town totake possession of the prisoner as
soon as the extraditioti preliminaries
are 
accomplished.For some month prior to his an-
nual vacation, which began August 1,Gallas', according to the police, hadbeen on the best of terms with a
v.ell known French actress.
High-Sounding Mks.
Outside the bank he is said to have
used vanous high-sounding titles andled a merry career. All this waslearned during ap investigation whichbegan when Gallay failed to returnfrom his vacation on the appointedday. Pursuing their chase, the de-
tectives learned that the clerk had
chlirtered a steam yacht and sailedfrom Havre with two women anal alarge supply of provisions.
A clue tu the alleged fugitive was
obtained through a letter mailed at
Las Palma by the maid who accom-panied the actress. Detectives all
over the world were at once instinct,-
et; to watch for the yacht.
UNION LEADERS ARE FINED
Held to Have Violated Injunction
By Tempting Men to Leave.
Cincirenati, O., Aug. zs.—John
O'Leary. vice-president of the Iron
Midden' union nf North America,
and Henry Hinnekamp, btasiness
agent of the local union, were todaydeclared guilty of contempt of court,
and each was fined jtoo. Their at-
torneys announced that the case
would be taken to the 'supreme court.
The men were charged with hav-ing tempted two employee of a foun-
dry company to leave their positions,
on the promise of recognition by the
union and a positirm in Cleveland.
The onion officials say that they per-
suaded the men to leave, but did not
use threats. Jndlge Hosea held that
their action was in contravention of
hie injunction issued in September,
toss. That injunction forbade the
union molders or their offiriak from
in any manner interfering with the
bueineest of the plaintiffs, the foundry
company.
The unon men held that they had
a right, notwithstanding the court's
order. to offer these men better work
and a better rate of pay. Judge
Hoeea held that they were tapered
mfro any interference whatever.
ise a Week for The Register.
a
with the schemer's only pretty but
innocent daughter, all ends happily.
In the meantime the actions and
scenes of the comedy give the Four
Hunting and their clever company abrilliant chance to display all their
talents for singing, dancing and acro-batic work.
At The Kentucky Tuesday night
only.
All pergola., in this ennwnunity whohave not been fortunate enough to
see "On the Bridge at Midnight,"
Klimt & Gazzolo's famous play, have
ro idea of the wonderful accuracy
with which great structures and their
operation. can be imitated on the
stage. The bridge scene, which givesthe play its title, was a revelation
even to Chicagoans who have the
original; the great jack-knife bridge,in their city. At first the bridge it-
self was a subject of doubt and even
engineers said it would be imprac-ticable. After it proved its great
worth and perfect mechanism theidea od giving an adequate reproduc-tion on the stage aroused the doubt-ers, but Messrs. Klimt & Gazzolotriumphed over all difficulties and
when the play was produced. in Chi-
cago. doubt immediately turned to
admiration. The bridge opened itsgreat 
-valves like the original and
seipe passed through.
At The Kentucky today, matinee
and night.
SHOT FROM AMBUSH,
Two Non-Union Miners Killed;
Anbther Mortally Wounded,
Tracy City, Tenn., Aug. 35.—Yes-terday about to o'clock, when the
Tennessee Consolidated Coal com-pany attempted of open their mines,
after a shutdown of over fourteen
months, J. B. Rust, Dick Henley,
John McGovern and another man
were shot from ambush. Rust and
Henley are dead, and McGovern is
protty mortally wounded. The
company had refined to rrogniae
members of the miners' union. IT-
terree excitement prevails here.
LOST "scow IDA THE RACES.
James P. Hennessy Arrested fdc.
Swindling the Morgan Estate.
New York, Aug. 25 —Charged with
the forgery of checks amounting to
Sto.000 against the estate of the late
Millionaire D. P. Morgan, James P.
Hennessy, the cashier of the tette*,
aas arrested in this city after beingir.dicted by the grand jury. Hennes-
sy is alleged to have lost every cent
of the money playing the horse races.
The alleged thefts took place last
Year. ,
..f.  T
•
DAMAGE DONE BY
LIGHTNING AT BARDWELL.
siElardwell, Ky., Aug. 25.—During a
violent electrical 'dorm yesterday a
bolt of lightning struck the residence
of L. B. Owen., at Arlington, tear-
ing away one corner of the building.
The Cumber/and Telephone corn-
pany's plant there was also crippled
by the same bolt.
The women of Wenate'hee, Wash
ington, have formed a local floral as-
sociatien and introduced plant and
flower culture into many homes. The
success has been so great that a mid-
winter fair is planned to properly ex-
lebit flowers produced.
NEW DISCOVERY
IS A REPUTED RELIABLE
CURE FOR CONSUMP-
TION.
New York Hospital Issues the State-
ment Creating Much Interest
Among Physicians.
'New York, Aug. 25.—Physicians of
this city are much interested in a
circular issued yesterday by the New
York Post Graduate hospital, an-
nouncing the discovery of a new
cure for consumption.
.This new remedy is the juice of
rase table vegetables—potatoes, beets,
csirots, onions, celery and the like,
procured by grinding and squeezing,
a dbse being two ounces after meals.
The statement is made that eleven
patients with well developed pulmon-
ary tuberculosis have been-absolute-ly cured, and are joiSw good subjectsfor life insurance risks. Fifty other
patients are still under treatment, and
said to be progressing satisfactorily.
For Several Years.
Experiments along these lineshave 'been going on at the hospital
for several years, and occasional brief
accounts have been published of
cures alleged to have been performed
The basis of the work has been that
to cure consumption beyond the in-
cipient stage an "unknown sorqething
must be found in the diet." Now itis declared that this unknown nutri-
me.nt or remedy hai been at last.dis-
covered in vegetable juice.
Accompanying the circular are the
names of New York physicians who
'have been appointed by the hospital
authorities to observe and report on
the experiments, and they speak in
most sanguine terms of what has
been accomplished and what will
ilcubtless fs.11ow as the work pro-
ceeds.
Rendered Immune.
In addition to applying the raw
vegetable juice as a cure for the most
obstinate case of consumption, the
hospital circular announces that "itis believed moreover that this may
lead to a means by which everybody
may be rendered immune from the
deadly tobercole baccilli, just as vac-
cination safeguards from smallpox."
It is stated that the experiments
were begun on a small scale, with
<lily a few vegetables ground by hand
Later machinery was introduced, and
94eurlx every vegetabk used as food
-employed.
F RO hi AMERICA TO CANADA.
Work Begun on a Tunnel tinder the
Detroit River.
Detroit, Mich., Aug. 25.—W9rk on
the railroad tunnel which is to be laid
tinder- ale Detroit river between
Windsor and Detroit began today
when a force of workmen were set
to work sinking the initial shaft on
the American side. A similar shaft
will shortly be stink on, the tunnel
line on the Canadian side. While
there is still much preliminary sur-
veying and testing to be done, the lo-
cation of the tunnel is practically de-
cided upon.
The actual length of the under-
ground portion of the tunnel will be
two and six
-tenth miles and the dis-
tance from surface to surface almost
exactly three miles. It is estimated
that between two and Muse years
will be occupied in the construction.
Swift MacNral, who is regarded
as the champion questioner of the
house of commons, is a barrister by
profession. Parliament is his hobby,
tut he also has a mania for collecting
old plate and chile •,
Mike Keely, of Memphis, is
here on a visit to -his parents.
MANY MORE SUITS
WERE FILED IN CIRCUIT
COURT YESTERDA'Y FOR
COMING TERM. S
Big Claim Against I. C. R. R. and
One Against Basket Company
in Bunch.
Many attorneys and plaintiffs took
advantage of the last day for filing
suits in the circuit court yesterday
and consequently quite a number
were lodged with the circuit clerk.
It will be only io days until circuit
court convenes., the date being Mon-
day, September 4-
Buford 'Harper sues the I. C. rail-
road company for $ro,000 for an in-jury to his left hand by being caughtin two rollers at the local I. C. shops.
Fannie M. Kennedy is the plaintiffin a suit against the Western Union
Telegraph company for $450 damages.
She claims to have -lost 15 days work
with the City of Idaho, at the rate of$so per day, on account of the delayin receiving a telegram to have the
Idaho placed on the Finney docks.
J. J. Earnhardt was sued by B. F.
Culp on a $soo note.
The commonwealth of Kentucky
against the Interstate Life Assurance
association and agents F. B. May and
W. D. Mahaney, for $5oo for rebat-
ing an insurance policy, is the style of
another suit.
The I. C. railroad company was
nal& defendant in a suit of Urey
Young, as plaintiff, for $2,000 dam-
ages for the loss of an eye alleged
to have been caused by a piece or
metal plying from a defective flue at
the I. C. shops.
Mr. A. N. Sears, administrator of
the late J. W. Morefield, filed a
suit for $20,000 against the Merritt-
thaler-Horton Basket Machine Co.
Morefield while in the employ a the
company fell into a vat of boiling
water and was scalded to death.
D. C. Rudolph, of near Lc:Pt/dace-
ville, sues the Paducah Street Rail-
way company for $13o damages. He
claims that on the 8th, inst., at
Twelfth and Broadway, his buggy
was hit by a street car and damaged,
while his horse was hurt and he was
severely bruised by being thrown
out to the street. The plaintiff lives
near Lovelaceirille and was visiting
in Padiucah the day named.
An attachment for $26 was filed
against Baseball Player Tatylor by
an Ashland, Ky., firm. The debt is
for a snit of clothing.
Zella Taylor asks the court for a
cnvorce relinquishing her from the
matrimonial vows with Sam Taylor.
Cruel treatment is the alleged cause
of action. The couple were married
in December, two, and separated
May 1, 1905.
Georbe B. Wilkerson sues the
Adams Express company for $150
damages for the alleged failure to de-
liver two ice freezing machines at
Madison, Ind.
Yesterday in the circuit court Jos.
H. Smith, through his attorney, Hal
S. Corbett, filed suit to set aside and
cancel a deed executed by him in
1899 to his father, the late Captain J.
R. Smith, in which considerable prop
erty of the estate is involved, alleg-
ing that he did not understand the
contents of the deed of conveyance,
and asks for a judgment alloting
him his portion of the rents of the
property since 1899. All the other
heirs of the Smith estate are madedefendants.
ODD FELLOWS BARBECUE
The Illinois Central railroad com-
pany will sell tickets to Boaz, Ky.,
and return for 6o cents on local train
leaving near Broadway and Eleventh
street at 7 a. m. Saturday, August 26,
returning on train leaving Boaz at
p. m. same day.
G. C. WARFIELD, Ticket Agent.
J. T. DONOVAN, Agent
Dairy's
Deadache
powders
Give safe, prompt and positive
relief for a nervracking, head
Splitting headache. They
Cure Jiny
Deadache,se
Mild or severe headaches,
acute or chronic headaches,
sick, nervous or neuralgia head-
aches—any and all headaches
are speedily relieved by these
powders.
J. I. Oehischlaeger,
DRUG GIST
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
TELEPHONE 63.
The recollection of the quality at
our prescriptions remains long aftar
the price is forgotten.
HAYES
L. A. Philbert, Ph., Cr., Mgr.
7th and Broadway. Tel. 756.
Prescriptions called for and deliv-
ered free of charge anywhere in dm
city.
THE RIVER 
 NEWS,
Stages Yesterday.
Cairo,21.2; rising.
Chattanooga, 5.8; rising.
Cincinnati, 14.7;
Evansville, 14.9; rising.
Florencermissing.
Johnsonville, missing.
Louisville, 7.1; falling.
Mt. Carmel, 5.o; rising.
Nashville, 9.1; falling.
Pittsburg, 6.3; rising.
Davis Island Dam, 4.8; standing.
St. Louis, missing.
Mt. Vernon, '13.6;
Paducah, it.o; rising.
The JOhn S. Hopkins will be to..day's Evansville packet.
The Dick Fowler leaves at
o'clock this morning for Cairo.
The Hoxie passed up from St.Louis with a tow of empties yester-day.
The Peters Lee has been let off the
ways at Mound City and is en tometo Memphis.
-Kentucky will leave at
o'clock thlsVternoon for thegni
ncssee riyer.
The Savannah kV last night fromSt. Louis and is due to pass here to-
morrow night.
The Buttorff will arrive here \fon-day from Nashville and leave at noosefor Clarksville.
After being sentenced to a shortterm of imprisonment for a minor of-fense, George Schmiedhuber, a Vien-na cab driver, notIcsrions for his im-
mense girth, had to be released be-cause the cells were to small floe him.
Under the auspices of the Univer-sity of Filching, Switzerland, a busi-ness academy for' women only bowbeen opened in that city.
Only 6 Days More Before Coal Prices Advance
Order Now and Save 2 Cents a Bushel.
•
Best, Kentucky Lump 1 1 Cents. Best Kentucky Nut 1 0 Cents
There's More Heat and Less Dirt and Ashes to Our Coal Than the Ordinary Coal.
THE WEST KENTUCKY COAL COMPANY
C. M. BUDD, Manager
Second and Ohio Streets. 
- 
-
MP
MD
OP Both telephone Numbers 254
EIELPS MIK IIUUSEK.E.E.PERS.
11111.1111111 111 letOiretalaten PeZtilint De till
ClItUllery Departgurng—Sow•
At:Keenest," Dishes.
Aluminum is now being used ear
Sensively as a meter hat for toilet arti-
cles. It has advantages over ailves
In being light in weight and novel
tarnishing, while it costs less and cap
be treated in an equally artistic: man-
aer, says Boston Budget.
With a can of deviled ham one can
pork wonders sometimes if one has
a reliable cue to begin operations.
For instance, have a small can of it
and mix it through two gills of cream
whipped stiffly. Add to this, too, a
gill of consomme in which is die-
solved half an ounce or even less
gelatine. Put this into paper cases
or into little china molds and set
an ice for as long a timie as fleet.,
sary. or longer, and unmold when
serving.
Old po'atoea should always be
placed over the stove in cold water
and new potatoes in boiling water
Let the old potatoes stand in ice wa-
ter for an hour or two after peeling
and before cooxing.
Epicurean butter is served with
grilled meats, etc. To m.hke it, put
two tablespoonfuls of flesh butter
In a small bowl, and work into it
thoroughly with the poiat of a slip
we-r knife a mixture of cayenne,
seixed herb powder, minced parsley,
lemon juice and mushroom powder.
When this is accomplished, set it on
the ice, and as soon as solid stamp it
Into uainty pats. Dot these about
the meat in serving.
A delicious sandwich is made by
spreading thin ovals o2 bread with
equal parts of finely chopped celery
and walnut meats, mixed with
shopped olives and a little mayors.
aaise.
To stuff an olive, peel the pulp
from the stolie spirally, as one peels
an apple, being careful not to let it
break. Then make a tiny hall of the
filling and fold the strip about it.
Too much baking powder is often
treed in doughnuts and fried drop
cakes, causing the dough to burst out
ia very irregular bubbles on the
edge, which soak fat and make the
doughnuts heavy and unshapely.
A pure cream of tartar baking pow-
er makes the dough rise siowly, as
the gem is not all liberated simply by
moisture. Therefore, if Toil would
have the best results, either put the
biscuit into an oven of moderate
rather than intense .heat, that they
may have time to rise before a brown
armee Is formed, er let them stand
lea Wastes to rise, aad then pa*
them Into a hot oven.
Oreamed chicken or creamed sweat*
breads may take the place of creamed
oysters, and are really mere whole-
some and more easily procured. Par-
boil the sweetbreeds and pick them
apart; to each pale allow one can of
mushrooms washed and chopped fins
Stir these into a pint of cream saves.
Where chicken is used, to each three
pounds of chisken that has been most
sarefully boilrd and cut into dice al-
low • can of muehrooras and a pint
of cream sauce.
FASHIONABLE FE.11ININITY.
Attractive Fruit:ref. of Walsgs Ana
Gowns for %Timmer Wear--A
Irma sir Fls,unec.s.
Apropos of revival., it may boi be
amble hint that "—return of the
pannier ovcrs irt is persistently
threatened, saya a fashion authority.
A very stunning outing hat for
summer shows a felt crown and •
straw brim, both white and trimmed
with a soft Persian silk scarf.
White waists are more to the fore
than ever, and they have embroidery
and lace tucks, and insertions with-
out number.
White with a touch of brilliancy
lent by Persian embroideries is •
eonspicuoun favorite of the best de
itigners, and daring bits of contrast
Lake a feature of Paris gowns.
Lace flounces are once more the
height of fashion, and handsome
gowns are again made with two or
three of these counted on a satin
Iloundation for the skirt.
Red silks are to enjoy a great
rogue during the coming season.
They are either shot with white or
bays an irregular pattern. are in
two shades of red, or are in red and
black.
There is a new China silk which h
distinguished by perpendicular tinr•
of open work, like drawn work, with
a dainty interwoven design. This is
especially attractive with yoke and
teep mitten-shaped cuffs of lace, the
face threaded with narrow velvet rile
bon in any color desired.
This is to be a season of ruffles
Quite a numbs: en: the new fancy
waists are made asith frills down the
front, sometimes a single narrow one
ea the edge of the lap, sometimes a
broad riffle and sometieses two, and
lacing opposite ways, so full as to
form a jr*hot and concealing the las
toning of the bodice.
Roes the Mother YOUllig and Matbr•
This charming power to throw away
POT the moment the conditions which
keep us from fun ought not to belong
exclusively to babies. We took out-
rageous liberties with mother's sweet
gees when we lay cooing in her arms.
and she was the happiest of women in
tionsequence. Is it not a pity that
through our years of necessary train-
ing we should forget the trick of
playing with her ty the time we are
grown? No girl. I am sure, could pos-
sibly misinterpret me into meaning
that We are to turn sober eonsiders-
4ons Into foolish *Mimi*. What I
resit, mean is that many matters
would be improved if a sense of humor,
shed its light upon .hosso and thisoan
bre be emsomplisb 4 by etris,--skar
1 ono% Is Lect*raielli IwyksioL
rIND
 Or
 ARCM"
 3HITICCIL A JUNGLE "INFAIR.*
Laborer. at WiI1I&zurharg X. T.,raw
earth Wlust Appears to So
Old M &&&&& ly Visitor.
What seemed to be fragmeats of •
magnetic ben meteor, which may have
descended to the earth centuries ago,
was discovered the other day by some
laborers who are excavating' a aellas
en Knickerbocker avenue. at Cornelia
Street, Williamsburg, N. Y. The die-
*ovary was made at a depth of 40 foot.
It being necessary to remove a hill se
feet high before the sidewalk level warn
Peached.
Upon reaching a ten-foot depth in
he cellar excavation the men came
apon the hard substemos, and at first
believed it nothing but solid rock. Its
extraordinary weight, however. made
them examine it more closely, and
when they cut into a large piece of
the matter they found the interior was
▪ solid mass of iron ore beneath a
rarface several inches deep of hard
tined yellow clay.
The search was extended further,
and the men came upon a perfectly
formed ape's head and also a ram'.
bead. All the matter was turned over
I. Frank N. f3ohell, the contractor,
who will transfer the relics to some
museum.
11 appears to me," said Mr. SchelIC
"that when this meteor fell, perhaps
centuries ago, it struck the earth ace
• shower of hailstones would, 
the pieces are all ancient is evident
from the hard yellow olay which Noe
Mounts each piece."
A NEW LIFE RAFT.
Idio.4aving Dorian of special ile.da
to No Placed on dome sits..
Warship*.
The navy department is providlag
moms of the warships with a new lite
raft. says • Washington special to
the New York World. It consists of
an elliptical copper tube somewhat
flattened, with air-tight eomparte
ants, strengthened by Sas. The
tube is incased in cork, wound with
mama and made absolutely water.
tight. Attached to this float is
rope netting three feet deep, from
which is stspended a wooden slatted
bottom. The netting is suspended
en the inner side of the float 'Torn
since which travel on lashings,
that the bottom rests 'a he propes
position, no matter whlch aide of the
float fall* upon the water when it
Is thrown overboard. It does not re
quire to be righted, adjusted or
turned about; it is ready far service
Rat alosiOnt It strike, the wates
Oen are attached to the sides of the
Beat te propel it when it is occupied.
notrugh persons cannot get on' this
Small to sink it. sad, Ralik* the life.
beat, it cannot sepsis* er founder,
aise. !Ike a raft, go to *ems against
the sides of • ship.
The war department is oonaiderial
the advisability of equipping army
eransporta with the same sort of
float.
NAUTICAL SCIIC.t1L AT MANILA.
• Odloials to Do Everything Poo.
gado to Irileass Eillediusqy
44 Olio lastitutioa. .
Natal officials at Manila !intend to de
everything possible for tho success of
the nautical school at that place. This
Institution was inherited from the
Spanish government. It has been is
charge of Lieut. Richard H. Townley,
United States navy, who was recently
detached hom that duty and ordered
borne for complicity in certain irreg-
ular business relatieos with army sub.
sistenoe officers at edanile. Anothee
officer has been placed in charge of the
institution.
The school offers • free education to
residents of the Philippine islands in
such professional duties as will equip
the cadets to perform the duties of
masters and officers of merchant ves-
sels. But, while the education ischief-
ly of a technical and a professional na-
ture, the students also are given broad
and liberal instruction in the general
branches of mathematics, geography,
crammer, English and history.
It is contemplated to provide athe
',shoot with a practioe ship to corn-
Wne practical with theoretical instruo
on in navigation, seamanship, and
the general requirements of the pro-
fession tor which the students are to
be prepared.
Wireless Telography for Warships
Rear Admiral Bradford, chief of
the bureau of equipment, will point
nit in his annual report, says a New
York Herald dispatch from Washing
ton, the necessity of equipping Amer-
ican men of war with• system of wire-
less telegraphy. As soon tie the ap-
propriation is obtained he will reco
mend *Ise system to be adopted for the
naval service.
Believing that Commander Richard-
son Clover, naval attache in London.
Is deeply occupied with his current
work, the rear admiral has recom-
mended to Secretary Long that a wire-
less telegraph expert be sent to Eng
land to represent the navy in the
trials of the two new systems de-
reloped by Lloyd's agency.
istestrteter me New York central.
Electricity for the ?bow York Cen-
tral railroad, at least to equip its
tines from the city's limits to the
Grand Central station. is more thee
a possiblity of the near future. It is
said that an electric engine, in many
et its details unlike anything now in
service, has been perfected, and that
It will soon have a trial. If its sure
peso is as great as is promised, steam
power may pass from the Grand
Seal station before January 1, Mb
•aose of Minamto Farms Le%
Minnesota farm lamas have
armed more than 100 per me-
olos clariPit tie Debi irrea ifealith
ahlehiso-o alediguia-.....oremegeweisathogoswookoo
1 NT A. COUNTY in southern termed' and.leas thee a decade ago there 'till ro
twined a rural sectioa which the people inthe towns designated as the "jungle," a term
of contumely handed down from a period
when this portion of the county was boastedby'bopassable roads and covered with deemtimbers. The "jungle" fell behind La the
march of pregrem The farm wagon con-
veyed the family to elouth on Sundaes whoa
the people on the prairie rode in "spring
wagons" or owned haggles. There was oneprevailing style of architecture, which is maifrequently seen, the square log home with
one room and a boxed-up kitchen at the alai.
The lights etreamrig through the one small
window showed such decorations an the
wells as • shotgun sad rifle, the hero pow'
der flask and hunting pouch, and trophies
of the hunt, while oa winter•evenings the
'leering firelight from the cavernous fire-
place threw shadows in and out among thefestoons, of osiona, a dried pumpkin, &ad
"milddlin's" suspendeeLfrom the-rafters.
The house in which Wester Lane was been
stood in a small cleared space in the heart
of the "juegee." here she grew to lemma,hoed with tie wider experience with the m&
aide world than the weekday walk to tie
merest village, and an animal journey laths
county seat in fair time.
Her first hardship came to her at theago
of six, when she must trudge each day fog
Ij miles to the district echool. But schooldays in the "jungle" were soon over, the boys
getting the most of the "echoolin" became
the girls married and had no use for it.
There were no bachelor maids in the "jure(le." Marriage was a certainty about whiskthere could be no doubt.
Hester Lane being what the natives of the
"jangle" called a "good, smart girl,"
was expected mile would make • good =OA.If the Lane home was more picturesqm
than some of its neighbors it was becauseHeater's band trained the morning glary
vines over the window in 'summer and bid
the woodpile behisd a bank of sturdy holy.hocks and princess feathers. Tin pass
and pails shone nowhere elm with suchbrightness and luster as they did on thatbench outside the kitehen door. BesidesHester had pieced more patchwork melte
on the long winter ereuings than any Mhosgirl In the "jungle," where a feather bed
and heeding and a cow was the dowry everybride was expected to bring to her howband.
Hester had her choke between Squire
Bludsoe's son William and "Jim" Giants,
whose father was the big land owner ia
the "jungle" and could set off ten acresfor the young people to start out with. Be-ing a prudent-minded young woman, Hasp
tor took "Jim" and the wedding day was
set for Gee:ober.
Squire Blade:4, who had ''tied the knot'
In every marriage ceremony which hadtaken place in the "jungles
 for a decade,
eilleisted, and supplemeeted the
wit', such solemn advice as he deoger ied
necessary for the young people to take, A
wedding in the "jungle' was • quiet affab,
the real celebration belie the "infair" on thefarming day, when the cat husband tookkis brie* to his father's
Fine and proud Herter looked a.dr
sat beside "Jim." oa the frost seat of the
ars wagon in her "infair" dress of "sip
Wee delaine," trimmed with white lace eaLb. ruffles, and her last season's hat redecorated with fresh ribbon bows. Thisgein away coirtume represented the savinp
es the sale of eggs and butter above thefamily groceries for many weeks. It was
"handmade" too, a sewing aimless net
=
ins on'. of the Omura* if the Lane
old..
Forty as they were, the "teak" 
.4.44.4111
were arriving before them. The chairs
were arranged in • semicirele around the
ream, and "Jim" and Hester sat dove
sear the open door. The company, the
elder members first, came forward one by
sae and 'shook them by the hand and a.bred their congratulations. There wet
'sty one plume in which the good wishes
scald be conveyed. "I wish you much joy,"
repeated each neighbor, solemnly, an sal
down again. Then there was silence in the
room, the guests staring blankly at thebride and groom, who relieved their embarrammeut by occasional whispers te each
ether.
When the jests and witty sayings whisk
energised the festivities of the "Jungle"
were exhausted Dome of the older folks be
gsa reminisomairo at former weriding
essiona
"It's curious how the world does change/
said UneLs "Jimmy" Taylor. Ile and his
wife, "Aunt Laura," were the pioneers
of the "Nagle.' 'You young folks whq
get married arid start out in the world
nowadays don't know what hard times are
Ycre're lumber to door your house with.
and a wank stove, and you can bey beds
and chair* and table already made. ti
wasn't so 60 years ago, when Laura and I
get hitched.
"loam lived at old Kaskaakie. Her
father had come over es to the Illinois Odefrom Kentucky, and I, being a roving clap
and tired of Tennessee hills, honed up there
ens day and went to work for him. Seed.lag was all done by bend hs theas dayp, an4
Laura helped in the corn planting. We
Is lows and were married. One day after
Ilise I took Laura up behind me on a home
and with all our worldly goods tied is abundle we started out to seek OW
in a sew errantry. We never Mopped12
Vs reached the "jung,le," and took ippiece ef lanii and built • cabin. I made
the furniture with my own hands, and
1peeked on the coals in the fireplace. 14M
S. re to pt. Louts for almost everything
la those days, and Iittlre staid alone ie the
wildernees, but the Tnclians were gone, and
there wasn't anything more delirious is
the woods than varmints and wildcats."
"And we didn't have 'infair' dinners
those days,' said 'Jim'? father, We
kirkiry and venison, which we shot in
woods, and for cake and pie we had
earn pones baked In the coals on the hearth.
Vim's' mother didn't have a .tor..-bong
wedding dress like Hester here, but (004
limey wordier she wove herself and card
the wool for It, too. There wasn't no
hate le them dare: the girl was proud
meld get • bit of calico to make a amber
'el"
Thom would have been more stories of the
good old days when simplicity regned at
wedding leseta, but the men rod limey
awry for the "bons.-raising," sal befog"
the sue went town the Togssrlim" had
sarehilly hewn and piled en • pretty •d?
in the tea awes were in their bidet osigt new home was ready in the 'jungle."
Intthe evening "Bill" Binds**. Ia. pp
miter, to show that he cherish seed
rweit, brought his fiddle and there wee a
Is the new home, a
and the wedding festivities were
Jim* aid Hester still Dee la
uhmele," but the little Acme luts ether
goepis added to It, and a neat plaitst hemp
w-keyst orchard and garden *AP
Jesse the prosperity whisk Is
se late a
*ad the
will ma be sally a tarns
nealrodatgaitallillit
ANIMAL PSYCHOLOGI CWITCB GIRL. TEXT LOU.
eticnitlana Suggested by the Pica.
liar Habits of Raccoons.
solateas es p southern tomeerveser et
the Ways of the Seemingly la".
tolLigent Little Dealosao
of tho Woods.
owalmal psychology I. to be studied,
I see, in Paris," said an observant
Wizen recently, according to the
New Orleans Times
-Democrat, "and
the scientists are going to take the
subject up in a spitenaatio way. That
II a good plan. It is a broad field, and
research along these lines will no
doubt be productive of much interest-ing data. Heretofore what acieatistahave said along this line, and in fact
all they have learned, has been of a
theoretical nature, anti it may be said
that animal psychology has not passed
beyond the parely experimental stage.
"Darwin came nearer forrnulatina
an exact hypothesis than any other
scientist when he took up the study of
the emotions and the means of ex-pressing them, but even this splendid
treatise is lacking in that definite data
which would place animal psychology
among the so-called inset sciences.
But it has occurred to rue that. a busy,
bustling center of population, where
one may find so much that is artificial,
to much that is out of harmony with
the natural order of things, would
not be the place to prosecute in an
Intelligent and satisfactory way •
study of this interesting subject.
Surrounding, a trifle more rugged
would seem to afford a better oppor-
tunity for the observance of mental
processes in the lower ortier of life,
although, of course, much may belearned by the method whizh has been
adopted by European scientists.
"In the southern part of the UnitedStates these scientists might find muchdata that, would give them a moredefinite clew to the reasoning meth-
ods of animals of the lower order.That little trick of the•oppossum, for
Instance, when he feigns death, shows
an element of shrewdness which one
rarely finds in orders of intelligence
supposedly higher. Take the raecoon.
Why is It that he will leap up on one
tide of a tree and then jump as far ashe can from the other side? It is •trick. lie is trying to fool the dogthat is after him bee making him be-lieve he is up the tree. The 'coon haspracticed this game for so long thatto well trained dog will ever howl up
▪ tree until he has circled around it
several times to see if the game haa
sot resorted to the usual make-believe,
'Why is it that a 'coon, when the
tree is tailing under the effect of thehunter's ax, will sramper dowe e•ze
trunk of the tree toward the stump?
Be bits two reason; for doing it. Inthe drat place, unless th• dog knownhis businees, he will rush out in thefirectioa of the falling tree. believing
the game will scamper out from theLop. In the second place, he reasonsthat it is safer for 'body and limb.in either Crest be is reasoning aboutbe thing. It Is a psychological proo-
esa. Instances have been reportedby hunters of where 'coons wouldleap from the top of falling trees,
seemingly knowing that they were
pursued by trained dogs, who wouldhang around the stump until they
could scamper &me the trunk of thetree. But the rule is the other way.
"The point I am trying to make."
concluded the observant citizen, "is
that the woods art fined wit% ti.ess
evidences which might give the sea
entists a clew to the reasoning meths
oda of animals of the lower order."
REGARDING WHITE ANIMALS.
B•asponal Menges sa ens Colo* as
Cornala Ileart• and dird•
Qatekly Oaear.
A polar bear would riot have a
chance in stalking seals if it were
of a darker color. The only black
spot about it is the tip of its nose.
The sailors who first landed on vari-
ous unknown arctic shorers and bays
stated that the bears used to take
them for seals, and begin to stalk
them at a considerable distance, lying
flown fiat on their bellies in the at-
titude in which the well-known pho-
tograph by Mr. Gambier Bolton shows
the old polar bear at the Zoo, and
wriggling along in that position until
they came to an ice hummock, when
they would get ue. peer over to see
if the "seals" wet. alarmed, and
'wriggle on again. 'The sailors added
that they could always see the black
nose when the bear got up near, and
rowed that the beer put him paw o•er
itis muzzle to hide it. The &retie,
Poxes, the "blue" hale, the ptarmigan,
sypee and ermine all undergo the sea-
tonsil change to white by an identical
process, says the London Spectator.
The heir or feathers, as the ease
might be, lose color and turn whit*
by what may almost be described se
an instantaneous process. Is the
foxes and birds the white comes in
patches; but the speed of the color
Ethane. is remarkable. There are
many stories of people whose hale
eas turned white rrom shock "in •
single night." Jeering by the birds
and foxes, these stories must be true.
No one ever sees the .process of fad-
ing going on. The feather or patch
nf fur which was brown or ame
gray suddenly whitens. Yet no one
has actually seen the color going.
The explanation usualy given is that
It takes place by night. There 'seems
so "half way" tint setween the white
tad the original *rotor.
Is oat of the Rain.
Tho Father—I an so glad Jobs got
sinseted to oencreete.
The Mother—Tea Ti'. a great re.
def. Re bee tried on saaa7 ways el
sassing a living eemi Ilbaetd--Deerieleliege menee. _ • --- 
---4
• Siagalar resettles Is osioteesee
La by doses Toting People In
reelellerlvazglia
At Shamokin. Pao some queer esaa.
isms have survived the march of prog-
ress among the Pole. and Rua/liana
tine of them observances is "switch-
big day." It is a !aeon% day for
bashful lovers, for swiftness of limb,
rather then eloquent:" of tongue, cap-
tures the belies of the eeninitmity,
says an eastern exchange.
....For days the man has been in train'
tag for the ran of his life, while the
maida adjure °emote and rub lini-
ment on their kneecaps every night
ere wowing slumber. Finally the
morning of "switabireg day" arrives.
The man sees before hitleall the maid'.
me of his village. He may take his
pick. All be must do is to catch and
switch and duck with water the one
of his choice--the maid whom he
would have for his wife. If also 1.
fleeter of foot than he and escapes
she is free. If the man le beloved of
his quarry she seldom Fete away,
though hie feet are sled In leadea
shoes.
"Swttehing day" at Obsosokta
Master Sundso, when all the was and
lamas of the etrantry round about
gather at the town for the annual
meeting. A girl's starting to run is
accepted as a token that eh* in Dot
averse to her pursuer. The youth's
start is accepted as a proposal, and
no matter what misfortune may Wo-
tan his quarry he mast prervide_for bee
all the days of his totems life.
Pathetic, indeed was the illustratton
of this fact in the ease of Susan Mane
bok, who was by all odds the han.
soonest girt in the Enerlan colonies
for many miles about 844, was toil
and-slender and her eyes were assire
blue. Eh. was crowned with (oldest
bar, which grew in dainty ringlets
oleos upon her head. Mies Manhole
had mere suitors than she espaid ao•
eept, and she was very eery. Fleet of
foot. the maid had, sines arriving a*
a marriageable age, passed ODS
**witching day" in safety without the
giving of her promise.
Miss Manbok until seem on the ree
sent forties' omission had ineseessied
In outdistancing all her pursuers.
Many were the races she had run, but
sever hart a switch or • pail of water
some within reaching distance of her
petit* form. It wea then that Andrew
lobinaler, a shrewd young man, whe
had purposely waited until Mies Mare
look had become faticued, gave abase
Off darted the maid, and after hes
sped the pursuer.
Down the railroad track they
slashe& all unheeding So exidled
were both ooneestante—the man ruse
sing for • wife, the girl for liberty—
that the &prom& of • train wee an
aotioed. The marine tooted shrilly
and at its bleed Mira Manbole at-
righted, stumbled and fell upon tie
rail. Both of her legs were out ol
below the knees, but tbe doctors my
she will live. And Eobinsky, retard-
lees of her being a erippk, droierr•
that he will keep Do- res wee
her just as soon ...— ;hie es
leave the nurse's care.
LOVE BALLS IN SEAN STATES.
Vulvas au& latorooting Diverots.
Assess Teeing Folks ta
Sem* lewsplro.
Fred W. Carey has recently bees
traveling through an almost unknown
part of the Chinese Shan states, which
Ii. between Chine proper arid Burrnah.
In the amount of his journey, which
be recently read before the Royal
Geographical eockty, he spoke most
favorably of the women of the opus-
try, though his opinion of the men is
tot so flattering, says the New York
Sus.
In their fen and agora, he says,
these Khans resemble the Japanese,
end-the women are, to say the least,
as unconventional and faecinating.
There the resemblance ends. The mes
are lacy, good-for-nothing fellows, who
mover work unless they are sbeeolutely
obliged to do so. The women toil dur-
ing the rummer in the Hee Beide sad
spend their time when at home In
weaving cloth and in household du-
ties. They wear a very pretty sois
tame, including a long white petti-
met, which is much more beoorntiar
than the ugly misshapen tromers if
the Chinese worrees.
Mr. Carey demribes a diversion of
the young people which very much la-
targeted him. As he passed through
the villages the girls often provided
themselves with cotton mod balls,
which they call love balls, and many
times he was pelted with these love
missiles. Ile says they were of course
not intended to convey any message
to him, but at the festivities which
take piers dueling New Year's these
eolored belle have a very important
part to Salo On these 0m:salons noth-
Ins (meld be more significant to •
young man, for she is very careful to
throw it only to the particular young
lean whom she would like' to marry.
Thus she escrow* her pretense* for
one or another of the swains. If the
young man catches the ball, the fact
La a mire indication that he wishes
to wed the girl, and the eagagemest
might as well be onnouneed at °soft,
Rut if he misses the ball, the fade he
dicates that he does not recriproeate
the affestion the maiden, desires S.
give him, anti she must find a beer
elsewhere. At all other time• the came
Is simply a mode of flirtation, when
the maiden or man who fella to catch
the ball must pay a derfedt' to the
thrower.
IMMO beets.
The queen's footmen wear yetis
',high base eight rows of earls, where
es these of the prince of Wales are ah
andemu tee
=tam at Lemke' ere eves on
m, these et the
4'+ 
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Excursions
St. Louis and Tenessee River Pack-
et company—the cheapest and beef
excursioNout of Paducah.
$8.00 for the Round
Trip to lennessee river
and return.
It is a trip of pleasure, COW1011
and rest; good service, good tablet
good rooms, etc. Boats Leave cacti
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. ine
For other information apply to Jas.
Koger, Superintendent; Frank E.
Brown, 'stoma.
AM MAN MAY
create an estate in an hour that would
require a long life to earn otherwise.
by protecting his life in the North-
western Mutual Life, the best com-
pany in America.
C. B. Hatfield
General Manages.
••
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Four Cents a Pound p
SEND YOUR ROUGH DRY,
LAUNDRY TO THE PADUCAH
TOILET SUPPLY COMPANY,
FOUR CENTS A POUND. SPOT-
LESS WORK AND PROMPT DE-
LIVERY, OLD PHONE 1215.
NOTIeE!
Highest price paid for second-hand
btoVes od
Flinqithrte.
Buy anything and sell everything
aill-aao Court it. Old phone 1311
Clem Fransioli,
Moving wagon in connection.
VO. Mike Olivet. Geo. Oliver.
Benton, Ky. Paducah, Ky,,
Thole B. McGregory,
Benton, Ky.
OLIVER, OLIVER
& McOREGOR
LAWYERS
OFFICES. Benton. Ky, rear bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
Room Ise Fraternity Building.
New Phone tie. Old Phone 303,
GREEN GRAY
"The Old Reliable Barber," the
"King of Razors," has moved from
408 Broadway to log South Fourth
street (red front) and wishes to wel
come all his old friends and custom-
er/.
DR. W. C. EUBANKS,
(Homeopathist.)
Office, 306 Broadway—Phone xi°.
Residence, Sig Broadway.
Phone 149.
Dr. J. T. GILBERT
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN .
Phone 196. 4001/3 Broadway,
P'ADUCAH, KY.
Dry Hot Air Baths given when in-
dicattd.
ALBEN W. BARKLEY,
Attorney-at
-Law,
Room No. S. Columbia Building
11•111••1•111.." 
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Bacon's
Drug Stores
Headquarters for Spaulding baseball
goods. Gloves, masks, balls, bats
etc, etc.
BACON'S
DRUG STORES.
7th & Jackson Sts. phone 237.& Clay Sts, phone 311.
J. K. Hendrick, J. le. Meet
HENDRICK it MILLER
LAWYERS
Rooms 1, 2 and 3 Register Build-
Ing, 523 1-2 Broadway.
Practice in all the courts of the
state. Both phones 31.
Paducah
Mattress Co.
For First-class Upholstering, Mattress
Renovating and Fine Repairing.
We store, pack and ship furniture on
short notice.
PADUCAH MATTRESS CO.
515 to 119 South Third St
G. C. DIUGUID,
ATTORNEY'A'1"LAW:
wog 1-2 North Fourth Street, Upstairs
Commercial end Co-operative
Business a Specialty.
7. B. harrison,
City Attorney.
Attorney-at-Law
Room 13 and 14 Cohmtbia Brag.
Old Phone zoo.
FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYERS
Room so, ss and is, CoIiiM
&aiding.
Padooth. . s - Ks:nese/17
J. C. Flournoy. Cecil Reed
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
—LAWYER—
Roof= sill and 2111. Fraternity Ills
Will praztice he all courts of Ky.
and ra
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
leo NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phases 355
Office Hourst 8 to to a. in., z to .3
p. in. and 7 to g p. in.
0. D. Schmidt
Architect and Superintendent
402 Fraternity Building.
Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone 31.
Paducah, Kentucky.
—When in Want of—
LUBBER TIRES REPAIRING
BUGGIES, CARRIAGES, ETC.
Horse
-Shoeing, General Blacksmith-
ing Call on
J. V. GRIEF, MGR.
319 Kentucky Avenue.--Tel, 956-red.
Taylor & Lucas,
LAWYERS.
Both Phones 695.—Rooms 203 and ao4
Fraternity Building.
Office phone 25r, Residence phone 474
Vernon Blythe
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
Rooms 204-6 Fraternity Building.
A. S. DABNEY
flIZIBEH3 KILLED lrOlt DISIL
84••• York Bunters Obliged le Tay0100 Iler a Diaes ahamaias
41.•  ma woirsa.
John Hendrickson. • breeder of
fancy cattle, mostly Guernseys and
Jerseys, living near Pleasant Volley,
on the Coohecton turnpike from
White Lake to Newburg,. N. Y., re-
sently found four of his finest young
heifers in the field, all riddled with
charges of buckshot, widens had elk,
tared the bodies nut behind the fors
Neighbors reported that hunters
from New York, who had been stay-ing at White Lake, had passed over
ids farm in quest of partridge, and
that Ante had been heard in the
rielnity4of the field where the cattle
were at penttuu.
The dead heifers were the finest
specimens of the Hendrickson herd,
and it occurred to the owner as he
was examining the wounds that
killed them that they bore s strong
renzablanos to does by reason of
their delicately formed lirribe. He
wee seized with the idea that they
had been iniate.kaa for deer by the
eunters.
Hendrickson meet to White Lake,
but found that the three men he
wanted had gone. He ascertained
their names and addressee In New
York and aft*r cossidereble difficulty
located therm He has just returned
after essing them, and as a result
of his visit he is 000 richer than
when he went to the city.
FIDDLES WITHOUT HANDS.
Prank irtawmea, et atlases. frt. *vim.
mimes Seemingly
able ifteldesee.
Atlanta, a small tows south of
Bloomington, Ill.. has fa Freak Claw-
son a fiddler whose chief bid for
fame lies !a the fact that be is with-
out hands. Clawson has been • per-
former on the violin since boyhood,
and hie skill was such that bo waa in
demand at every country darn in
that part of the country. Several
rears ago he was caught in a bit...
card and both hands wore so badly
frozen that they were amputated at
be wrist. Supposing that tits Sti-
lling days were over, the old lasts-n.
moot was laid sway by the owner.
The old-time longing to bring out
inuato beca.mo too strong to be re-
sisted. and ha coneelved the naives
idea of playing without heads. He
made a coati...Imes eat of heavy
sem wheel enebied him to wield the
bow. The matter of flavoring was
more illiterate bet by hare preoties
be trained tee stamp of hie left lane
Is make the necessary shifts from
Gas striae to anogisr, end from po-
litiesto position. With the fiddle
bald In pine* by his skin and knees.
lead with the help of hie finger. .
Irmo Clawson manages to plw%
emarly as muck seems as formic ..y.
• YOUTHFUL GRANDMA,.
Ohm eartmea. or Sews Palle, Ila.
Cnolm/B elm iloseell roe ate
aorta woes.
--
A grandmother &elle Is the record of
lbs. Jame. P. Carietoa, of Iowa Falls,
to, who elatins the distinction of being
the youngest granemother in the *s-
ere northwest. Sbe is hoping to bit a
enst-trandmother by the time she
le at.
Mx and lira Carleton were mar-
ried In Ohio 1111 years age, Mrs. Ca rietoa
Icing only 11 year. old when she was
wooed, won and led to the altar by her
reothed sehoolinate. Less than two
rears later, when oily 1.3 years of age,
she bemuse a mother. The tendency
toward early marristeele the Caries°.
!family was tranemitted to the daugb
ter, and two years ago, at the age of le,
be was married. Last week silo De-
mme a mother.
Until recently 'lilies P. Carleton was
postmaster at Iowa Palle, but • taw
menthe ago he end his wife removed to
St. Paul, Minn., where their daughter
sad trandehlid reside.
sievirseeet tee sieseeireag ea* lioarvia.
A promising movement has been
started in Virginia for the benefit of
the neve) population. The Idea orig-
inated with Dr. R. Z. Jones. of Blob.
mood, and severe] prominent , and
wealthy netroes ere associated with
hint. The first of the proposed set-
tlements will be established near
Richmond. Pinta of ten sores each
will be laid off, and upon each will
be erected a four-roomed leg cabin
of antique 'style These plots will be
sold on easy installments plans he
[Morose anxious to better tbem-
selves. They will be riven practical
and systematic Instruction In term-
itic, an experienced expert from the
institute tit Hampton being engaged
as instructor.
Irian a Predligievm Peasart.
• bold, remarkable project hi re
seleing attention among "hoiden en-
sinews. It is propoted to eonstran
a tunnel under the main chain of the
Caucasus mountains from a point el
miles *oath of Vladikavkaa. The tin-
sel will be III miles 'long and eon
979.000.000. As seem as the nuns-Si-
berian railway is finished, It is be.
dared, this Caucasian tunnel, which
has Ail warm support of the seer,
win be emenneneed, From a military
and eininaersial paint of, view the
work will be of van Importance, as
the only direct somenaleasticia with
beano-Cleanais from southern Runts
Is by ma erettuary read from Vimillb.
sokon to Wis.
heimpea• to Oisba.
For ofa thimo were IOW paha
1--DEN T Is embank an OA.. win moo Aims*.
Ore me MOM oiroofTruelseart Brwasg. f d um 01141011in •dog
FititSit ASHION BUTZ&
Sow Ideas in Drees Oraamentimaes
La inrieenee in the 1.1e-to-Dare
Cleatusams,
A charming evening ireeee for s
young girl is of rich miroir satin.
veiled with either white, gold or col-
ored net, showing a delicate design of
lace or ribbon applique in a floral de.
sign, alternating with roses or cia
mellias sewn on in a studied careless.
seas, says the Brooklyn Eagle.
Some ingenious mortal has intro
fund an effective novelty this season,
namely, black velvet roses, about the
ohs* of the palm of one's hand, ready
to applique onto silk, lace or chiffon.
There is an open circle in the middle,
through which the material can be
drawn. These roses make the most
effective sort of decoration.
The bridal robes of one of the brides
of this season was made with a chif-
fon coat, tucked all over, meeting a
yoke of lees and lace sleeves a lace
train galling from between the
shoulders, and a handl:ems lace
flounce at the hem. Is this bride's
trousseau was a handsome white satin
gown, with a lace flounce round the
hem, put on very /SIN and headed by
festoons of chiffon caught up into
scallops.
At a recent society detection In Pavia
one of the most picturesque and no-
ticeable toilettes was of black vel-
vet. The Louis XVT. corsage formed a
donble-breasted front and long coat-
tail behind, while round the decollet-
age a deep white lace collar, almost
reaching to the waist behind, passed
over the shoulders and l'ormed • point
In front. White mousseline transpar-
ent lone loose sleeves were caught
tightly to the wrist by a black velvet
band.
L'Art Nouveau has ceased to be a
ilovelty, although unique antl_ exceed-
ingly beatitiful examples are continu-
ally being produced, so the seekers for
something newer in the line of Jewelry
and dress accessories have turred
their attention to the Russian produc-
tions. The costliness of these articles,
which are truly works of art, is-suffi-
cient guarantee that they will not be-
come too popular, and their beauty
and variety of design win appreciation
from all lovers of exquisite ornaments.
Incrustations of lace are gaining in
favor rather than losing their pres-
tige, and very ethereal effects are pro-
duced by applying lace on to chiffon,
which is placed over satin; and they
also look exceedingly well on foulards,
especially white foulards, with fins
Irish point of rather a deep tone, out-
lined with black ribbon. The material
is always cut away from beneath the
lace, which gives It a light° effect
White foulard with black Chantilly
iserustations is a good combination.
It Is less erpensive than the very rice
embroideries easd in mac ways Is
very desirable.
HINTS ON FURNITURE.
A Oemtortable °week That Is Wily
Made at Ho—As hallow*
Oak Stain, Ste.
Few families, whether in tows OT
country, have sufficient closet space
In which to keep gowns and
wraps unwrinkled. The safer way,
in any .ease, is to lay them flatly
and smoothly In a box large ermerb
to accommodate them at their full
length. Such a box may be made
at home in such a way as to serve adouble purpose—that of couch and
wardrobe combined. says the New
York Tribune. A stout box of unpaint-
ed wood, six feet four inches long by
about three feet four inches wide, can
be constructed by any big boy or his
mother without difficulty, using round
wire nails, to avoid splitting the wood.
The cover should have a cross strip
near each end, end roust be firmly
blared oa the box. Line the inside of
the box and lid with a serviceable cam-bric or 'fiesta. Then nail a cushion,
deep and springy, to the top.‘ This
cushion may be made of an old hair
mattress picked to pieces and put in
new ticking of the proper size, or of
"wool waste," or may be procured at
tittle expense from en upholsterer.
Tack an artistic denim or chintz isbar plaits all around the box, and cover
:Le top separately, finishing the edge
of the latter with a full pinked netting
of th, fabric to tionceal the opening.
reeve a strong loop on the edge of thetop by which to lift it. and it is well to
fasten a piece of strong tape at each
end to lid and box, to avoid straining
the hinges.
Heaped with pillows and with an at.ghee thrown over the foot, this makes
a comfortable couch by day, and evenby night if necessary.
An excellent hall table for a countryArmee was evolved not long ago by aningerious girl from an ordinary un-gein:ed kitchen table wittiest a leaf.She sawed two inches from the legs,then stained the whole with a blackStain, made as follows: A few cents'
worth of rogwood chips were put in a
stone jar, with just enough water to
cover them, and left to simmer on lee
stove for half a day. This liquid v
applied to the wood and left to diVinegar in which a number of rust,
nails had been steeped was thenbrushed over, and repeated until the
able acquired • good antique oak col-
oring. Brass rollers were then fa.tened on the legs and an old-fashionedbrass handle put on the drawer. wLicl
wee stained inside to match the out-
side, and served for holding gloves, ete.A scarf of dark red leather was fas-tened down the middle of the table withbrass heeded tacks, and,beboldt a real.ly handsome "old (sae" hall tabled
•511 a Gera Oso.
Willie--Pa, is polities a pretends*le a business/
Pa—Well, that depends upon sit.
tittlidtabold. If you're en the wise
sing gide Ws a kadomes.—ehiladell
•
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Sew the Reeldeats Were Made Is
Saler by the Swarm!** Seekers
After Game.
The dawn of November 1, calm and
fair and beautiful, was like man,
lovely mornings of October. Nature
had not marked off any sudden
transition from the eighth to the
ninth month of the year 1901. The
Little birds sang cheerily on bush and
brier; the squirrels hustled &lout
among the fallen leaves for the tooth.
some chestnut and the rabbits
scampered through rustling dews
and sheltering p.:pse in the'very full-
ness of long-eared liberty and legal
protection, says the New York Timea
Thum it seemed in the heart of no-
ture, but not thus was it in the heart
of man. The writer had just turned
over in bed for that hour of sweet
sleep which La said to enhance the at-
tractiveness of noble features, when,
bang! bang! came a shocking sound
directly under his window! Whol
was this? Did he dream? Was it the
Fourth of July?
"Hello, out there!" he yelled;
*what are you doing, anyway?"
For his chickens were squawking
aed flying aroun.d the back dooryard,
and their antics suggested at once a
p.m/cher after domehtic fowl. From
the depths of the garden shrubbery
issued this reply:
To
-day iss the law oudt! Der rab-
bits iss as much mine as yours!"
"Get out, get out!" responded tit;
man who had lost his sleep. "I will
not have them shot! You are a trey:-
passer!"
"Corn bee-er!" answered the dia-
grun t led sporterne a, :tying his empty
ran in a threatening manner. "Cora.
hee-er!"
"No; I'll not come!" shouted the
man in his nightgown. "I'll send a
constable!"
After a lively interchange of per-
sonal abuse, in both choice andbroken English, the intruder left and
an attempt was made to catch the in-
terrupted nap.
But, alas, the battle was on! The
entire German population of Gutten-berg, Union Hill and Jersey City had
taken to the field. Men, dogs andguns waxed apace. By nine o'clock
the uenesse was terrific.
Aaron the way a widow saw two
men, two guns and five dogs chase a
rabbit under her barn. She protested
and the contingent withdrew.
Five minutes later the awakened
sleeper ordered five men and five guns
off of his lawn. And still they came.
Moved to desperation he got hurried-ly into his clothes, sought for a pot
of black paint and brush and beganfuriously painting signs which read:
"Shooting — Trespassing — Strictly
Prohibited"
Some timid soldiers saw the erns
and fell back, but a few old veteranshad to be routed with violent lan-(nage.
So the day WOTe On, until the be.learnered writer found himself un-
oonseiously murmuring: "Would thatdebt Or Blusher would comet" Then.Indeed. appeared the strangest of alL
It was the man on honebackt
Over In the near-by pasture lotloomed to the view a fat Teuton on abay pony—game bag, big boots, shortdonble-barreled gun and all. Three
stout fellows hammered the Inoffen-
sive bushes with sticks and four
noble bounds wagged their tails andbayed aloud under the deep-voiced
commands of their mater. The ob-
server looked, saw and fled!
Although the brnnies had shownthemselves freely during the month
of October on this 1st day of No-
vember the historian of the battle
counted only one—and that one
sought for wisdom and a refuge un-der the lady's barn. And this goesto show that Brother Rabbit knew
something if Mister Man did not!
Teeny Wesson Farmer.
Hon. Lilah Constance Cavendish, theOf-year-old daughter of Lord Ches-ham, is the owner and manager of
a black farm near her father's estatein Buckinghamshire. Here she keepsblack cattle, black horses, black sheep,black goats, black dog, black cat,black rabbit--blach everything that is
.0 be seen on a farm! She had black
chickens, and used to sell eggs to her
mother, Lady Chesham, but one night
a marauding fox came along and
cleared the hencoop. Of course, in ahunting country It is crime unspeak.
able to kill a for, so Miss Cavendishtook the opposite course and gave upkeeping fowle, for her black farm
must not mean a monetary loss. The
country people are amused and inter-
ested in her hobby, and the standingjoke is that Miss Cavendish has every-thing black except her dalrymaidel—
London Mail.
A Deserted Street In Parts.
A queer discovery has been madeI, Paris in the shape of • street unin-liabised and ignored by all. In the
mean of the work In progress for
endowing the Rue Vaneau, this roach
way—witich It would be incorrect todescribe as a thoroughfare, considerIng that the ends were blocked up—
was discovered. It had neither par
log stones nor pavement, was two
meters wide, and an old inscription
showed that it was formerly called
Rue d'Olivet. It would be useless t6
seek the name in a directory, for it
Is certain that until a few days ago
no one knew of the existenoe of the
Bee d'Olivet—Paris Messenger,
A Itessi Whistles.
The oar of ItUdila is a we/alerted
whistler, and can whistle the most
Intricate variations an national ar
He entertains Intl irate friends in W.
way,--N. Y. Rim.
The
A settle fa a grown-up boy who mem
*aims I. throes otaummroChisea
Secretary Wilson to Encourage De.
valopment of the Industry.'
1,111 Ask Congress for $10,000 ler law
Purees* et Prallisissey Toss and
lavaltisatios et What C.a. Be
DIM(' is United States.
Secretary Wilson, of the &parental
st agriculture, is determined to re-
rive interest in the cultivation of ail)
worms end mulberry trees in tht
Vatted States, and the sum of $10,000
ferhich he has asked .ingress to lova
bins to develop silk culture In the
United States for a preliminary test
sad investigation, will be spent with
• view of interesting every man and
woman in the oonstry who has some
spare time for the work in the planting
of mulberry trees and the care of silk
MIOYESS.
If the appropriation asked for ii
granted Secretary Wilson will turn his
attention first to the south, on account
of the large amount of cheap labor
to be procured there. If the results
In the south are at all satisfactory
11 -a the men, women and even the
shildren will be. appealed to by the gov
arnment to lend • hand in establishing
a new industry.
"After congress authorizes the
start," said Secretary Wilson, "I shall
be ready to furnish the necessary sup-
plies to anyone wishing to make the
experiment of silk culture. The work
Is about all done in the spring, and if
my plans carry, by next spring every
member of congress will have at hit
disposal 50 mulberry trees to be given
away to his constituents. I think it
likely that I shall call upon Booker
T. Washington to help me at the start
through his great industrial school
at Tuskeree, Ala. He is ready there
I. take hold of the experiment and
do much in a short time in educating
the people in silk culture.
"Bo far as I am concerned, / know
silk culture can be made a success in
this country. People laughed at me
when I said the beet sugar industry
would be a success, but it is a success,
and the total yield this year will be
900,000 tons of sugar. We are grow-
lag excellent tea plants in this °min-
try to-day and preparing tea for the
market in an absolutely clean way—
that ia, is steel cylinders and without
the tramping of perspiring cheap labor
upon ths leaves. The Yankee can sur-
mount almost any obstacle, and he Ina
snediately improves almost any idea
sr industry be imports."
WANTS ISLE'S COINS CHANGED
itscrtsc Oevirraer et Rowan VTIF011
•aserleaa Money ter pee In
the Woad.
Authority for the conversion of all
Hawaiian silver coins into correspoad-
ing coins of the United States and for
the innalgr•tion of a limited number of
Mimeos laborers conditioned upon
their engaging In agricultural pursuits
truly during their residence in the ter-
ritory sad their return to Vier own
nentry upon ceasing to be farmers are
the thief recommendations of H. Z.
Cooper, eating governor of Hawaii, is
his annual repo-t.
The prosperity of the islands, accord-
ing to the acting governor, depends on
the successful and economical produce
lien of sugar. "The employment of
Chinn, and Japanese by the plantert,"be says, "never har and never will in-
terfere with either American skilled or
unskilled labor, but if an ample supply
of desirable labor can be obtained it
means millions of dollars spent for ma-
ale nery, building materials, tools, steel
and iron and other supplies of Amore
sae manufacture."
WOW Jersey's Pare Feed Law.
What Is said to be the strictest pure
food law in the United States has just
gone into effect in New Jersey. Its
enforcement has been intrusted to
the New Jersey board of health. Un-der it the office of state dairy corn.
missioner has been abolished and hisduties have come under those of the
chief food inspect ir. There will be
▪ large number of deputies scattered
all over the 'tate. Everything that
ean come into use for human con-inimption as food or drink is included
under the law. The inspection will
even take in canned goods. It does
sot matter Whether these or anything
else is manufactured or put up out-
side the state or in it, they are liable
to come under the ban of the law if
the analysis to be made from time to
time shows them to be unfit for hu-
man food.
Disproves !Loeb Theory,
Positive signs of tuberculosis have
appeared In the cow that was inocu-
lated with germs by Dr. Georgia D.
Barney, of Brooklyn, several days
ago. Dr. Barney will permit the
signs to become more pronounced
and will then kill the cow and hold
an autopsy. Dr. Barney is now eerlain that he has disproved Dr. Koch's
theory that human tuberculosis andbovine tuberculosis are not intercom
monieable. Dr. Barney odd last
eight that he bed no doubt that the
autopsy to be performed wouldprove beyond doubt the fallacy of Dr.
Vioch'e theory.
Prisomers ia British Indian Jails.
No fewer than 587,884 prisoners
were in the prisons of British India
In 1999-1900—an !mesas* of 91,0151
over the number for 1991. Of thishugs total only 14155 were hinnies,
which le • smaller proportion theeIs western eountrios.
Silt et a arils..
• new form of benefaction to a
New England town is that taken Is
the gift a Franc a seaon. of Now
York, who has ' von lorlbarlalima. a sas.soa
Very Low Rates
Announced, Via
SOUTHERN RAILWAY
Extremely bow rates are announc-
ed via the Southern railway from
points on its lines for the following
special occasions:
Richmond, Va.—Farmers' National
congress, Sept 12-22, 1905.
Rates for the above occasion open
to the public. Tickets will be sold to
these points from all stations on the
Southern railway. Detailed informa-
tion can be had upon application to
any ticket agent of the Southern
railway or agents of connecting lilnes
or by addressing the undersigned.
T. W. CREWS, T. P. A., Lexing-
ton, Ky.
W. H. TAYLOR, G. P. A., Wash-
ington, D. C.
C. H. HUNGERFORD, D. P. A.,
Louis_vige, Ky.
G. B. A.L-CEN. A. G. P. A.. St.
Louis. Mo.
"NEAR TO NATURE'S HEART."
Crittenden Springs
...HOTEL...
NEAR MARION, KY.
roo Room Hotel—High and Dry and
Well Ventilated.
A NICE PLACE TO SPEND
YOUR VACATION.
THE BEST OF HOTEL AC-
COMMODATIONS, AND THE
BEST OF LIFE GIVING WA-
TERS.
MUSIC THE ENTIRE SEASON.
FROG HUNTING, FISHING,
SQUIRREL HUNTING, AND IN
FACT ALL KINDS OF AMUSE-
MENTS BOTH FOR THE OLD
AND THE YOUNG.
SPECIAL RATES ON ALL
RAILROADS.
'Bus Line Meets all Trains.
_
Paducah
Steam Dye Works
If you want your clothes cleaned,
dyed or repaired, take them to K. C.
Rose, 329 South Third street. I have
the nicest line of samples for tints
in the city. Suits made to order.
E. H. PURYEAR,
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building,
523 1-2 Brodway, Paducen, Ky.
New Phone 490.
Specialties:
Abstracting of Titles,
insurance, Corporation and
Real Estate Lam.
Dr. Childress
EYE, Ecklf., IkOSE AND THROAT
Office and Resicikeniee Rooms 3 and
4, Columbia building.
.1441 \Phone 1041 Red.
Paducah Undertaking
Company.
S. P. POOL, Manager '
GUY NANCE, Asst.
305 South Third Street
Residence over store.
Both Phones 110 —Prices Reasonable
Dr. B. T. Hall
Office with Drs. Rivers & Riven,
12o North Fifth. Both Phones 33s.
Residence zzei Clay. Old phooe rigs
 !MEW
D. 0. u)ARK
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
PADUCAH. KY.
General Practice.
208-210 Fraternity Building.
Office also Park Bld'g, Mayfield Ky.
D. Sidney Smith
DENTIST.
Office over Globe Bank and Trust
Co., 306 Broadway.
Dr. B. B. Griffith
TRUEHEART BUILDING.
Both phones 88 at the office, both
phones eso at residence. Office hours
7 to g a. m.; ito 3 p. m. 7 to g p. ns. •
Shampooning, Bleaching, Dyeing.
Dandruff cured by electrical treat-
ments. Body massage, Electrical
Hairdressing Parlors, 431 Jefferson
street.
McPherson Says
TEN PER CENT OF THE MO-
SQUITOES IN PADUCAH ARE
ANOPHELES, OR THE KIND
'THAT CARRY THE MALARIA
GERM. YOU SHOULD EXER-
CISE EVERY MEANS POSSIBLE
TO KEEP YOUR CHILDREN,
YOURSELF, OR ANY MEMBER
OF YOUR FAMILY FROM BEING
BITTEN BY THIS DANGEROUS
INSECT.
SKAT SKEETER
IS GUARANTEED TO KEEP
THEM OFF. IT IS PUT TJP IN
TWO SIZES, toe AND 25c.
MANUFACTURED ONLY AT
McPHER.SON'S
DRUG. STORE
Prescriptions called for and deliv-
ered to any part of the city.
Phones No. 180.
Cor. Oh and Broadway,
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
Saturday Morning, Aug. 26, 19o5.
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LOCAL NEWS
The Kentucky Realty Co., io8 Fra-
ternity Building. Old phone 851.
—The new entrance to the gal-
kry from Fifth street has been com-
pleted at the Kentucky.
—There was no session of police
court yesterday morning on account
of there being no business.
—The directors of the horse show
save deferred their meeting until
Monday night when the program
committee will file its report.
—Mrs. S. J. Clark, of twenty-first
and Clark streets, was shocked Mon-
day morning by a bolt of lightning
striking a tree in the rear of her
residence. She was 9tandng near a
screen door.
—Eight bogs have been captured
roaming promiscously over the city
and are now in the city pound. If
not taken out by 5 o'clock this morn-
ing the judge of ebe police court will
set a day for them to be sold.
Arrests by the Police.
George Moffatt, a bog, was arrest-
ed by officers Hessian and Rogers on
the charge of stealing a 'bicycle from
Henry Ma-rumen.
Beno sanders was arrested on a
vagrancy charge.
Patrolman Beadles and Rogers
arrested Annie Parker, colored, for
being drunk and disorderly.
A warrant was serves, on Miss
Ffanora Trezevant for suffering a nui-
sance in the draining of water from
her laundry on West Monroe street.
District Politicians in City.
Several district politic-am from
strric,iincing towns were at the Palmer
last meht. Among those seen in
the Palmer -lobby were: Hon. Conn
Linn, Murray, the democratic nomi-
nee for state se?atiir. in the Second
&strict; Hop..Zeb A. Stewart, demo-
cratic nominee for representative of
Calli*Pay county; Mr. J. H. Keys, of
. Murray; Editor E. P. Phillips., of
l'iforray; Attorneys Gli3. Thomas and
Joe Warren.- of Mayfield.
BUILDING FOR SALE.
Bids for the building rscw occupied
121 John V. Terrell as a .5-table on
Fifth street will be received by the
undersigned until Sept. 5.
G. R. DAVIS,
Pres. Elks' Building Ass'n.
Gidvelnized Thither Roofing war-
ranted for steep or Oat roof or over
old hingle9, requires no coating or
paint. Ford Manufacturing Co., Chi-
cago. G. R. Davis & Bro., local
agents.
Messrs I.at and Ed Dupree-, big
insurance dealers. of Nlayfield, are
in the city.
Lemon Chill Tonic
IS A GENERAL TONIC.
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY.
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROU-
BLES.
BLES AND WILL RESTORE THE
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PER-
FECT HEALTH.
FOR SALE AT ALL DRUG
STORES.
ABOUT THE PEOPLE
Miss Anna Berry is visiting in
.16et ropolis.
Mr. and Mrs. S. L. Ward, of Mem-
phis, are in the city.
Miss Carbyne Taylor, of Mayfild,
is the guest of Mrs. Chas. Horton,
of trio Clay street.
Aft. J. J. Freundlich has gone to
Neia- York again.
1104. Zeb. A. Stewart, democrat
nominee for representative of Callo-
way, is in the city.
Mr. Pat Donegan returns today
to 'Paris, Tenn., after visiting his par-
ents,
Dr. Jim Dismukes, of Mayfield,
was in the city yesterday.
Miss Mary Byrn is visiting there
from Cairo.
Mrs. H. B. Bennett, of Dycusburg,
and sister Miss Crome, of Kuttawa,
are the guests of their sister, Mrs.
Robertson of Harrison street.
iMrs. 'C. L. Faust is !home from
Dixon Springs. She and Mr. Faust
leave Sunday for Chicago.
Mir. A. B. Smith hasreturned from
a trip to Colorado Spr‘ings, Cal.
Miss May Dilday, of Indianapolis,
arrived yesterday from Dyersburg,
Tenn., to visit Miss Emma Niehaus.
Mr. W. J. Hills and family left
yesterday for Michigan.
Mrs. Ira Sims and daughter are
visiting relatives in Stargis, Ky.
INA; 'Ethel Beal has returned to
her home in Murray, Ky., after a
visit to Miss Nellie Gardner, of West
Nronroe street.
Mirs. C. T. Trueheart and daughter,
Miss Carrie, of Louisville, returned
home yesterday after a visit to
brothers and sisters here.
Mks. • L. L. Boswell has returned
from a visit to Fulton.
Miss Georgia Moxbey is visiting in
i
Officer A. T. .Hurley and wife left
last nig4rt for a visit to west Ten-
nessee.
:Capt. Max Sebolt is in Louisville on
business
Miss !Marjorie Sayre
Princeton, Ky.
'Mi's's Attie Foster has
from a visit to Mayfield.
Mr. Ben Frank has returned to
Calvert City where he is running a
logging camp.
Mr. G. H. HUMITTer, of Mt. Vet--
nor, Ill., traveling freight agent for
the Frisco is at the Palmer. '
Mr. F. WI. Harbor, of the I .C. at
Louisville, is in the city.
Mrs. Sarah E. Harper is
home on Third street.
Nri% Lucille Derrington thus re-
turned to her homr in St. Louis after
a visit to relativell here.
Dr. Frank Boyd has returned from
a trip to Canada and several north-
ern resorts. Mts. Boyd arrives to-
morrow.
Mrs. Robert Finney left
a visit at Caseyville.
Mra. William Hay and
Miss Robbie Hay, leave
for Clarksville, Tenn.
Mrs. A. C. Holder, of Lake Provi-
dence, La., and Mrs. Albert Morrison
and children of St. Louis, are the
guests of Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Morri-
son.
Mrs. H. G. Easterly and Ellen
Caldwell, of carboncbale, Ill., and
Miss Nannie Caldwell and Master
Robert Caldwell, of Natchetoches,
La., are guests of Dr. Delia Cald-
well.
Mrs. J. S. Grump of Columbus.
Ind., who was called to the city by
the illness of her d-aughter. /Ara Dr.
C. E. Whitesides, arrived yesterday.
She will remain until Mrs. Wilitesides,
who is better, is able to go to Co-
lumbus to fully recover.
Mr. S. T. Mueller, night clerk at the
Palmer house, bas returned from a
visit to Union City. Mr. Lawrence
Razor has been filling the position
doting his absence.
.E. C. Talbott and C. T. Kennedy,
advance agents for the Parker car-
nival company. are in the city mak-
ing arrangements to begin advertis-
ing for the Paducah Traveling Men's
carnival.
Saraseant Adams, of the Bowling
Green comipany now at "Camp Yei-
ser" is a brother of Mr. G. Porter
Adatne, linotype operator for The
Register.
Governor Beckham will give •
breakfast this morning at TO o'clock
at his camp and has invited the fol-
lowing to participate: Senator
'Wheeler Campbell, Mr. Wallaci-
Weil, Misses, Ethel Morrow. Rudy
Corbett and Louise Cox and Mr. and
Mrs. Harry Tandy.
Railroad Commissioner McD7Fer-
fro9on came up yesterday from La-
Center. He returned a few day a ago
is visiting in
returned
ill at her
today for
daughter,
tomorrow
from Deadwood, South Dakota,
where he attended the national con-
vention of railroad commissioners.
He says the meeting was a very inter-
eating one. The next meeting will
be held at Washington, D. C,, April
2, 1906.
The officers Of the encampment
last night tendered thel young
men of the city a complimentary
ounce in return for the favors shown
them since the encampment begun.
The dance was at the park pavilion
and there were present a large gather-
ing of the bellea and beaux of the city.
The function was a very pleasant oue
in all respects.
HE IS FROM PADUCAH.
Another Story About Dewey Tran-
tham From St. Louis,
Dewey Trantharn, of St. Louis,
who though only about four yaars old
has made himself famous in that city
as a habitual runaway, yesterday add
ee. to his noted career by dressing
 limaelf in a little sister's dress and
once more scampeing away, but was
caught before he had gone far. Dew-
ey Trantham has several times been
written up in the St. Louis papers be-
cause of his runaway escapades and
a short time back the St. Louis Post
Dispatch devoted almost a page to
him because of the fact it was na-
rater that his parents were date( to
him in keeping him tied up "like a
dog." • Investigation developed the
practice of the babe in running off
and that no other way but to tie him
had been found which would keep
him at home notwithstanding his ten
der age. ,His penchant, his parents
declared, Is to run away and this he
will do while they and others are
watching him.
The parents of the little lad form-
erly lived in Paducah and they have
been in St. Louis but a short while.
It is said that when living here Dew-
ey was evert then often guilty .of
naming away and some almost in-
credible stories of his escapades are
told of him..
THERE ARE BURGLARS ABOUT
Resident of Mr. W. M. Janes and Sa-
loon of J. W. Moore Entered.
Alter a severa) nights rest the burg-
lars have resumed business.
The residence of Mr. W. Mu. Janes,
of 333 North Seventh street, was
visited Thursday night by an unwei-
corned intruder but he was frighten-
ed away before he had seemed any
booty.
The burglar gained entrance to the
Janes home by cutting a screen door
and then reaching in and renaming
theolatc h hook.
Mr. Janes wa, awakened. just in
time to see the man raise his head
front the foot of the bed where he
was busy examining Mr. Janes coat
for money. An appeal for help was
immediatly sounded, and the burirliar
made his exit out through two other
rooms; and out the door which be en-
tered. He disappeared in the alley
at the rear of the house. Mr. Janes
says he does not know whether the
man was white or black as he was
too excited to pay any attention to
the man.
The saloon of J. Wl Moore, at Sev-
enth and Adams was entered Thum-
day night aliso and several quarts of
booze, a aivantity of 'molting ma-
terial and one dollar in each was
stolen.
The Vote Counted.
The democratic city committee met
lust night in the city hal) to count the
vote of the recent city primary elec-
tion and award certificates of election
to the lucky persons.
There were no changes in the re-
or the number of votes each one
received a, was published in the Reg-
ister of Tuesday morning.
The certificates of nomination were
issued accordingly.
More Damage Reported.
!Reports, of damages to railroad and
telegraph wires from the winds and
rain of Thursday morning oin-
tinue to roll in. The trains were de-
layed yesterday on account of the I.
C11. wires being blown down.
Notice to the Public.
All parties desiring to go into
Cairo can receive permits by making
application, by letter or telegram, to
S A. FOWLER,
Supt. St. Dick Fowler,
POPULAR WANTS
WANTED—First-class cook for
smelt! family. Inquire at 408 Wash-
ington street. ti
Vv7ANTED: Six colored waiters.
Enquire of Mrs. Katie Craig, at Fifth
andi Jefferson.
FOR 'SALE—Store window and
door frames. Can be seen at 317
Broadway. Phone r715 for prices.
FOR RENT—Furnished rooms
within three blocks of Fourth and
Broadway. Ring old phone 613-4.
FOR RENT—Three downstairs
rooms, electric lights, gas, hydrant
and cistern water. Apply 553 North
Sixth.
FOR RENT—A store house and
residence above, at 5503 South Third
street. Apply at ---783-1Centucky
avenue.
FOR RENT—A seven room house
next to drug store, Third and Jack-
son street. Sewer and gas connec-
tion. D. A. Yeiser.
WANTED—Boy of from 12 to 15
years of age to work in office.
Chance for promotion. Address in
own handwriting, H. E. F., care of
Register office.
FOR SALE—A two-story frame
dwelling, seven rooms, hint recep-
tion hall, hot and cold water, good
out buildings, nice yard with shade
trees. Wil sell on terIns to snit pur-
chaser. Price reasonable. Apply at
924 North Seventh street. New
phone No. 630.
--S 
Big Harmony Singing Tomorrow.
Tomorrow promises to be a big
day at Old Harmony church and the
event will eclipse any event that has
been held there ficai some time. The
old Southern harmony singers for
many miles around will be there in
countless numbers. Mr. E. B. Har-
bour, Wm. Hart and May Trice are
among the old-tirra. singers who will
go out from Paducah to attend. There
will be a big basket dinner and the
singing will continue throughout the
day.
The Harmony church is located oft
the Ogden road north of Graham-
ville.
House Accidentally Fired.
The residence of Mrs. Roberts, at
703 South Third street caught fire
hate Thursdia night in, a peculiar
flaunter. The paper balloon that was
sent up from Wallace Park about
fro o'clock sailed over to the city, a
Ic5stance of about two miles and fell
on Mrs. Roberts 'home and ignited
the roof. Pedestrains passing at the
time noticed the blaze and extin-
guished it before any danage to the
building resulted.
The general in command of the re-
cent field operations in Scotland by
volunteer clopped ; "battle" before
it was half over. But it was ex-
plained afterward that he "hail to
catch a train."
'110EBOIDEPanarialligai
FULL LINE SASH, DOOR.S, PINE FLOORING AND ALL OTHER BUILDING MATERIAL.
After License Deliniluents.
City License Inspector Ed Rivers
is going after parties who have fail-
ed to take out license for their busi-
ness. He is going over the license
books and all persona in every line of
business who have not secured their
license he is having warrants issued
against them. The time for paying
them is, past due and 'Mr. Rivera is
seeing that the matter is not delayed
any longer.
Notice to Coal Dealers.
Bids will be received for coal for
all the school buildings. Bids asked
by the carload, also per bushel.
About r6 carloads used. All coal to
be weighed on city scales. The char-
acter of coal wanted is lump and nut.
W. N. PITCHER,
Clerk School Board
PLAIN LACE CURTAINS
LAUNDERED, AT 25 CENTS A
PAIR; FANCY. 35 CENTS. BLAN-
KETS, 25 AND 35 CENTS A PAIR.
WE GUARANTEE NOT TO TEAR
THE FINEST CURTAINS MADE.
PAD, TOILET SUPPLY CO.
Old Phone Aims.
RUBBER TIRES.
For cash, until September 1st.
will re-rubber vehicles with first-class
International solid two-wire rubber
tires at to per cent, discount from
regular prices. J. V. GREIF, Man-
ager, 319 Kentucky avenue.
Frank Just has added a hand-
some suite of bath rooms to his ton-
parlor. - Fine shower and
needle baths, 525 Broadway, next
door to the Register office.
S
When Youre 'Dry asa fish'
THE DRINK YOU WANT IS THE DRINK THAT
QUENCHES THIRST, COOLS THE BODY, TONES
UP THE SYSTEM AND MAKES YOU FRESH AND
FRISKY AS A KITTEN.
13etv ed ere
the Master Brew
IS THE PUREST, MOST DELICIOUS BEER ON TAP
ANYWHERE, IT'S MADE FROM CAREFULLY SE-
LECTED MALT AND HOPS, BY THE MOST PER-
FECT MODERN BREWING SYSTEM.
EVERY DROP IS A DROP OF KEEN DELIGHT.
paducab Brewery Company
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
Co telephone Subscribers.
THE FOLLOWING SUBSCRIBERS OF THE FOLSOMDALE
TELEPHONE CO. CAN BE REACHED BY OUR SUBSCRIBERS.
UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE NO CHARGE WILL BE MADE FOR
THIS SERVICE. 
*Maur
Anderson, Crawford,
Albritton, E. W.
Allcock, Oliver.
Barton & Parrot.
lialdree, Chas.
Baldry*, J. R.
Bcrger, Edward.
Camcy, B. B.
Crosa, W. A.
Davis, AWE.
Donovan, J. A.
Dossett, G. W.
Fristoe, R. H.
Fry, J. W.
Garton, B. F.
Garton, W. A.
Gibson, N. A. Russel, Wm.
Green, Dr. Rust, G. W.
Hod Shelton. Dr.ges, N. A.
Simmons, Sephous.Jones, Q. L Thomas. L.
Maaen, I- H. Thomas. H. K.
Mason, Dick. Thomas, Dr.
Monroe, J. W. Thompson, J. T.
Murphy, A. H. Tompson.
Nestler, John, Thompson, Hazard.
Otey, Dr. Thompson, Thomas.
Otey, B. Townsend, H. M.
Parrot, Arcian. V1 alters. Lee.
Pryor, 5. S. NVarford, J. B.
Qnisenberry, J. L. Watkins, J. T.
Rives, S. 0. Whittemore, R. W.
WE ARE ADDING MANY NEW CITY SUBSCRIBERS TO
OUR LIST. IF YOU CANNOT FIND THE ONE YOU WANT
CALL CHIEF OPERATOR.
Peoples' Independent Telephone Co
Ask Your Grocer
For KEVIL'S
ARISTOCRAT FLOUR *
The Standard Flour of
The World,
a
Call Camp Yeiser Over
EAST TENNESSEE TREMOR CO.
Exclusive Exchange Connection
Independent Company's Exchange Connection
Discontinued.
GO TO
HOTEL LAGOMARSINO
FOR YOUR DINNER
•••••
350 EVERY DAY EXCEPT- SUNDAY.
1130 UNTIL 2 P. M.
DINNER SUNDAY, WINE INCLUDED 50e„ 12:3o to 3.
E. G. BOONE,
GENERAL INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE AGENCY. SPEC-
IAL ATTENTION TO ALL CLASS OF GUARANTY BONDS.
DON'T ASK YOUR FRIENDS—WE FURNISH SECURITY.
OLD PHONE NO. 2cia.
Sherrill-Kussell Lumber Co.
Both 'Phones 295.
I
INCORPORATED.
Prompt Delivery. Eleventh and Tennessee Streets.
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